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COVER STORY

Red

Bait,

Green

Herring

‘Chinese chauvinism’, ‘Islamic extremism’ and other fallacies
by Khoo Boo Teik
orget the self-serving commercial and
political drivel that surrounded last
year’s worldwide, e-driven, greedstruck and bug-scared Y2K welcoming
of the false dawn.

F

The real ‘new millennium’, by the western calendar, has just begun, and quietly, too.
We can be relieved at that because we don’t
need to be exhorted to ‘Confront the 21st Century’, ‘Grapple with Globalisation’, ‘Face the
FUTURE’, or do whatever it is the gurus of fads
and habits demand of us.

29 October: Anti ISA at Kamunting

What we need is sober reflection on how to
leave behind narrow visions of what political
change is probable in this country.
That’s why, thirteen months after the November 1999 general election, I marvel at recent
political events, four of which I shall briefly
recall.

Anti-ISA

At

Kamunting

On 29 October, a couple of thousand people
from Barisan Alternatif parties and non-governmental organisations, and concerned individuals, gathered outside the Kamunting detention camp to protest ‘40 years of the Internal Security Act’.

15 November: Kesas Rally

Of course, many Malays have been ISA detainees before, but past anti-ISA protests hadn’t seen
Malay protestors outnumbering non-Malay
protestors by such a wide, wide margin.

Malays

Who

Don’t

Like

Malaysia

Shortly after the Kamunting protest, UMNO
politicians, taking Dr Mahathir Mohamad’s

29 November: The Lunas Eclipse
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EDITOR'S

NOTE

Farewell To The Politics Of
Race, Religion And Repression
In this edition, we further explore several of the issues that were highlighted in previous months: how
the people are crossing ethnic barriers as was seen
in Lunas, and how they are standing up for their
rights and for justice as was seen in Kesas and
Kamunting.
As we enter the new millennium, more and more
people are saying farewell to the politics of the 3Rs:
racial bigotry, religious exclusivism, and repression.
In the lead story, KHOO BOO TEIK highlights these
and other issues. CHANDRA MUZAFFAR’s analysis of the Lunas by-election and P RAMAKRISHNAN's back-cover story on the Suqiu controversy reiterates that the people have finally awakened.
However, “Still the politics of Language, Communalism and Religion”, a translated story from
Harakahdaily.com, adopts a critical stance towards
the current scenario. The writer suggests that it was
not so much the BA that won Lunas; rather, it was
the BN that lost it. He believes that the old politics of
race and religion is still around but this time it led to
the BN’s defeat.
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lead, told ‘certain Malays’ –
reportedly BA and the ‘Free
Anwar Campaign’ types – that
‘if they didn’t like Malaysia,
they should leave’!
Naturally, we’ve heard before
that the Chinese could ‘return
to China’ and the Indians could
‘return to India’ – but the
Malays had nowhere else to go.
How perversely refreshing it
was to hear Malay politicians
saying ‘good riddance’ to
Malay recalcitrants.

Kesas

Rally

Next, keADILan called for
‘100,000 persons’ to rally in
Shah Alam, on 5 November, for
civil liberties and the right to
peaceful assembly.
The police predictably wouldn’t
issue a permit. On the eve of the
rally, they arrested several of its
suspected organisers. Everyone
knew the police would meet the
rally with force.
Still thousands upon thousands
of people – ‘too many to
count’, some Chinese dailies
diplomatically reported –
showed up. The once again
predominantly Malay marchers
were diverted by the police to
the Kesas Highway where they
were met by water cannon,
tear gas, mace sprays, arrests,
and beatings.

The

Lunas

Eclipse

Then, on 29 November, came
the by-election in Lunas, a
forty-year Barisan Nasional
stronghold in Kedah, Dr
Mahathir’s home state, where
BN held exactly a two-thirds

majority in the legislative assembly.
Grave intra-coalition disputes
attended BA’s choice of a
keADILan (instead of a widely
expected DAP) candidate – and
Saifuddin
Nasution,
the
wrecker of the 1996 Asia-Pacific Conference on East Timor
(APCET II), at that.
The battle for Lunas featured
such rancorous ethnic issues as
Malay special rights and Chinese education that would
have cleanly pitted pro-government ‘Malay votes’ against
pro-opposition ‘Chinese votes’
were this an election of the
1980s, say.
Amazingly an ethnically mixed
electoral revolt against BN
handed Lunas to BA exactly
one year after the 1999 general
election.

In Flux And Fix
By now it’d be trite to say that
these happenings resulted
from Reformasi.
Even UMNO’s brooding malcontents, who aren’t ready to
be open dissidents, accept that
these events indicate the depth
of disaffection with … ‘Call me
Pharaoh if you’d like’ … and
portend disaster for UMNO if
the party can’t reinvent itself.
Well, don’t call me a heretic,
but I consider these events to
form a flux in Malaysian politics which requires all parties
to reinvent themselves.
Above all, it’s a flux that has Dr
Mahathir in a fix: perhaps for the
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first time in twenty years, he
doesn’t have a satisfactory response to political change and
many-sided opposition.

Fishing In
Troubled
Waters
In pre-‘Anwar affair’ and preReformasi days, the standard
Mahathirist
response
to
oppositionist challenges was to
cast out two lines of fishy arguments.
The first type of argument – call
it ‘red baiting’ – pinpointed
Chinese ‘communism’, ‘chauvinism’, ‘disloyalty’, or whatever was usefully provocative,
to keep the Malays in a ‘Malay
unity’ fold to preserve ‘Malay
supremacy’.
The second kind of argument
– can we name it ‘green herring’? – was to scare all porkconsuming, alcohol-loving and
congenitally-gaming non-Muslims with PAS and ‘Islamic extremism’.
If neither method worked, everyone could be warned not to
‘politicise race or religion’ while
the government prescribed a
healthy dose of repression: remember 27 October 1987?

No
Grounds
For Red Baiting
These days these three methods have become somewhat
stale.
The red baiting doesn’t quite
work, not because desperate
politicians and their servants
aren’t trying. They try every
time they need to divert atten-

tion from their failings, distort
public criticism, or provoke
quarrels which they then offer
to settle ‘behind closed doors’.
Their difficulty is, times, social
conditions and political attitudes have changed considerably. Just look at the difference
between interethnic sentiments after the 1986 and 1999
elections respectively.
In August 1986 UMNO thrashed
PAS, while DAP canned MCA
and Gerakan. At the September
UMNO general assembly, Dr
Mahathir praised the ‘rural
Malay voters’ for their ‘loyalty’
and attacked the ‘urban Chinese
voters’ for being ‘chauvinistic’
and ‘unreliable’.
After
November
1999
UMNO’s problem is the ‘disloyalty’ of rural and urban
Malay voters.
As for the Chinese voters,
whose
‘pragmatism’
Dr
Mahathir praised, Zunar brilliantly captured the prevailing
Malay joke in a cartoon a year
ago: the difference between a
Malay and a Chinese was, the
Chinese supported UMNO.

Storm

Over

Suqiu

Malaysian political life is seldom so simple and even cartoonists sometimes get it
wrong.
After Lunas, the strategic danger for Dr Mahathir and
UMNO is a combined MalayChinese ‘disloyalty’, just ‘colour blind’ enough to threaten
the BN’s hold over the socalled ‘mixed constituencies’.

Hence, the Chinese Election
Appeal Committee (Suqiu) controversy has persisted, despite
calls issued by various quarters, including Deputy Prime
Minister Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi, and even Pemuda
UMNO, for the controversy to
be ended. Suqiu is relatively
unknown and sounds alien (by
the way it’s pronounced ‘soo
chiu’) and is therefore useful as
a ‘Chinese chauvinistic’ bogey
for a well-worn attempt to convert ‘Malay disloyalty’ into
‘Malay unity’.

‘PAS, keADILan and PRM
Malays’ have refused to rise to
the red-baiting.

After Lunas, the tactical dilemma for UMNO and BN is
how to avoid doing political
battle on more than one front
at a time.

For three decades after 1957,
the social contradictions of colonial capitalism, experience of
decolonization, and hangovers
from separate Malay, Chinese
and Indian nationalisms easily
inflamed interethnic passions.
Most of us, however, sense
that those passions have
largely burned themselves out.

Hence, the once autonomous
but now UMNO-directed
Gabungan
Pelajar-pelajar
Melayu Semenanjung (Federation of Peninsular Malay Students) has converted Suqiu’s ‘17Point Appeal’ into ‘83 Chinese
demands’ against which GPMS
threatens to counterpose ‘100
Malay demands’.
Obviously someone wants to
dampen Chinese recalcitrance
by threatening ‘Malay extremism’ while UMNO tackles PAS
and keADILan over the problem of ‘Malay disunity’.

Are We ‘ O n e F a m i l y ’ ?
Yet, which Malay can long believe that Suqiu is a latter-day
Chinese-dominated Communist Party of Malaya, or a Chinese version of ‘Al Maunah’,
no matter that Dr Mahathir
floated those comparisons on
31 August, of all days? The
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For that matter, which Chinese,
especially a ‘pragmatic’ one, believes that the ‘special position’
of the Malays is an issue that can
be resolved by non-Malay demands? Even the DAP has
dropped its old ‘Malaysian Malaysia’ in favour of Dr Mahathir’s new Bangsa Malaysia.

Malay
Language
And
Chinese
Education

Consider the history of MalayChinese disputes over the New
Economic Policy, language,
education and culture. Almost
intractable once, those disputes
have been generally resolved
by the post-1969 education
policy, NEP’s redistribution,
Dr Mahathir’s privatization,
and the high economic growth
and liberalization of education
in the 1990s.
In the process, more than one
generation of non-Malays has
grown up fluently using the
Malay language as Bahasa Malaysia. How many of them today know or care about the
bitter fights over the National
Language Act in the 1960s?
On the other hand, an esti-

mated 65,000 non-Chinese,
mostly Malay, students attend
Chinese schools without controversy. How many of these
students know or share the
emotions that ran high from
the 1950s to the 1980s in defence of the ‘character of Chinese schools’?
There’s no call to be complacent. Malaysians aren’t more
virtuous than ordinary folk
who live in multiethnic societies. Most Malaysians harbour
some pet ethnic grouses and
prejudices which they express
in the exclusive company of
‘their own people’.
Despite Anwar Ibrahim’s slogan, wo men dou shi yi jia ren, so
beloved of some BN politicians
before Anwar’s fall, we aren’t
quite one family.
Issues arise intermittently
which lend themselves to ethnic interpretation and misunderstanding: the Vision Schools,
lack of Malay students in private colleges, patriotism and the
use of English, and so on.
But few Malaysians today have
the stomach for stoking
interethnic fury, especially of
the Malay-Chinese variety.
Conditions are such that only
the
most
narrow-minded
‘Malay nationalist’ or ‘Chinese
educationist’ would not consider the present state of
interethnic relations to resemble a ‘win-win’ situation, to use
a cliché which I actually detest.

The Rise And
Rise Of PAS?
Neither is the green herring –

or alarm over an imminent
PAS-led ‘Islamic state’ – a terribly marketable fish these
days. This is not for want of
trying by those who tried to
scare us about an Islamic threat
to secular government before
and after the 1999 election.
PAS’s net gain of 20 parliamentary seats and control of the
Trengganu state government
was achieved at UMNO’s expense. PAS now has 27 seats in
parliament compared to the
seven seats it held after the
1995 election.
These results thrill PAS members and supporters and unsettle anti-PAS forces. Ironically
both sides often find it useful
to talk of PAS’s fourfold increase in representation, and,
who knows, extrapolate from
it to imagine PAS’s taking over
the country, perhaps by the
next election.
But simple arithmetic shows
that PAS’s 27 seats constitute
only 14 per cent of parliament.
The party isn’t any nearer to
governing the country than
DAP was when the latter won
24 seats in the 1986 election.
And a dash of political history
reveals that PAS won control
of Trengganu and Kelantan in
the very first post-Merdeka
general election of 1959.
Three years later, defections
from PAS handed Trengganu to
UMNO. Sixteen years after that
PAS lost Kelantan following a
split in the party and its departure from BN. Only after another twelve years, in 1990, was
PAS (in alliance with the now
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defunct S46) able to recapture
Kelantan. And only last year did
PAS regain Trengganu.
Consequently, PAS’s results
mark the party’s unexpected
recovery from almost fortyyears of steady slump, much of
PAS’s performance owing to
Malay anger over the Anwar
affair. The results don’t mark
the beginning of PAS’s inexorable ascent to power on the
back of a clamour for a theocratic state.

Islamization
And
Constitutional
Government
One can expect PAS’s challenge
to UMNO to bring a stricter
observance of religiosity in the
personal lives of Muslims and
public life in general. In and of
itself, much of what happens
along this line will not be scary
to Malaysians – not after the
Islamic resurgence of the 1970s
and Dr Mahathir’s Islamization
programme of the 1980s.
However, what disconcerts
many
‘modern’,
‘liberal
minded’ or ‘non-doctrinaire’
Muslims’, not to say most nonMuslims, is the moral conservatism of the PAS state governments. They fear that that conservatism diminishes the options of living one’s private life
according to one’s convictions
and preferences, within reason
and a sensible framework of
decent social conduct.
For example, even people who
don’t frequent karaoke lounges
or go to unisex hair salons with
extra-hairdressing motives object to such establishments be-

ing closed by administrative fiat.
They also can’t see why certain
PAS quarters should give undue
weight to such matters as the
mere mingling of the sexes in
public places.
One can go further. Some PAS
stalwarts may support ulama
rule that enforces hudud laws,
proscribes apostasy, and restricts rather than extends the
social freedom available to
women, to mention some oftdebated issues. But for many
other people, any thought of
such rule quickly raises visions
of harsh rule in the name of
Islamic government elsewhere.
No one in PAS who associates
its struggles with BA’s defence
of democracy, civil liberties,
human rights and constitutional procedures can lightly
dismiss these concerns as the
unexamined fears of non-Muslims who don’t understand Islam or Muslims who don’t fully
practise the religion.

A

Lost

Opportunity

Judging by present conditions,
however, whether something
like a theocratic state comes to
pass may depend less upon
PAS’s ideological intent than
on BN’s continuing conduct.
The events of 1998-99 have
made clear that prominent
among those who cry ‘Islamic
wolf’ loudest and longest are
those who have least respect
for civil liberties and human
rights.
For the foreseeable future, it
has not secular government
that is being threatened. It's
constitutional government that

has been undermined by its
supposed defenders.

Farewell
To
The Old Millennium

No one is obliged to support
PAS’s programme. By democratic principles and practice,
however, one is obliged to uphold the rights of the voters of
Kelantan and Trengganu who
freely chose PAS to govern
their states.

Knowing the severity of BNimposed restrictions, would
one expect either of the PAS
state governments to demonstrate their commitment to ‘Islamic government’ other than
by stressing religious piety,
moral fervour, and exemplary
conduct?

These voters have suffered for
preferring political opposition
to BN’s rule. For over a decade, Kelantan has been deprived of development allocations (like Sabah under PBS
before it was toppled in 1994).
Now Trengganu’s petroleumbased revenues have been unilaterally turned into a matter
of ‘federal government goodwill’.
More than that, Malaysian society – if not the world – has
been robbed of an opportunity
to evaluate what ‘Islamic government, development and
governance’ could mean in
practice, for a multiethnic society, and within a national
economy linked to global capitalism.
Under the circumstances,
should one hold the government of Kelantan responsible
if it doesn’t do more than carry
out remedial projects to help
the poor, disadvantaged and
handicapped?
Should one blame the government of Trengganu for not developing ‘pragmatic’, ‘investment-friendly’, or ‘growth-facilitating’ policies in areas important to everyone’s daily
life?
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Dr Mahathir, UMNO and BN
would. That’s because they’ve
always considered themselves
to hold all the solutions to the
problems of Malaysian society.
The Kamunting, Kesas and
Lunas episodes are the latest
reminders that enough Malaysians now think otherwise.
Those who grew up or grew
old(er) in the twenty years of
Dr Mahathir’s administration
have seen how things have
been continually turned over,
upside down and upon their
heads. Their experience should
make them suspicious of anyone who claims to have a monopoly of solutions, formulas
and blueprints for Malaysian
society.
Malaysian society doesn’t need
a blueprint for the new millennium. What it needs, in principle, is a commitment to live in
peace, under democracy and
with social justice, and, in practice, to find ways of doing so
as conditions change.
However imperfectly Malaysian society carries out that task,
it can’t do better than to discard
an outmoded politics of ‘race,
religion and repression’. q

POLITICS

Lunas: Still The Politics Of
Language,
Communalism
And
Religion
Now that the dust has settled after the Lunas byelection, in which the opposition emerged victorious, it is perhaps time to contemplate on the issues raised during the campaign. This reflection,
a translation from a Harakahdaily.com article, looks
at why it is so important to have inter-religious dialogue if we are to overcome the barriers and prejudices of the past.

he Barisan Alternatif’s
(BA) victory in the Lunas
by-election proves once
again that issues of language, communalism and religion are the most powerful political issues to win the hearts of the
multi-ethnic, multi-religious electorate, or,conversely, to blind them.

T

In Lunas, the inclinations of Chinese voters were significantly influenced by the issue of Vision
Schools - believed to be a covert
move to erode Chinese education
- as well as the attempt by UMNO
Youth to destroy Suqiu by deliberately raising the issue of a threat
to Malay privileges.
Chinese voters delivered an extremely clear message to the
Barisan Nasional (BN) government regarding these two matters.
On the other hand, the issue of a

Malay BA candidate was apparently one factor which influenced
Indian voters, particularly those
with less education. About 70%
of them voted BN, although the BN
has time and again reneged on
their promises to the Indian community. This was because they
perceived the alleged unwillingness of BA to field an Indian candidate as a marginalisation of Indian political representation.
According to oral transmission,
the death of the former ADUN of
Lunas, Dr Joseph Fernandez, was
said to be linked to a case of apostasy (murtad). Coincidentally, the
BN candidate, S Anthony, was of
the same religion as Dr
Fernandez, and this aroused the
unease of a part of the Malay electorate.
In fact, previous by-elections this
year had already shown that we
Aliran Monthly 20(10) Page 8

are still not free of these problems
(of language, communalism and
religion). For instance, in
Sanggang, PAS was tagged as religious fanatics fighting for an Islamic state; this frightened the
Chinese and succeeded in dissuading them from supporting the
PAS candidate who was a professional.
In the Teluk Kemang parliamentary contest, Indian voters rejected
keADILan’s Malay candidate due
to concerns that he would not be
able to protect Indian interests,
compared with the BN’s Indian
candidate.
Thus, BA members should not feel
too elated with the Lunas result.
As long as problems of language,
race and religion are not seriously
investigated and reflected upon in
order to arrive at a solution, they
are going to continually haunt us.
Furthermore, it is far from certain
that these problems will benefit the
BA, as they did in Lunas, in the
2004 General Elections, in the
Sarawak state elections or in other
by-elections that may be held in
the near future.
The dissension between the DAP
and KeADILan over the selection
of the BA candidate is a good example. It not only festered to become a communal issue, it almost

undermined the chances of the BA
candidate, Saifuddin Nasution
Ismail. Vision Schools, Suqiu,
Malay
privileges,
the
marginalisation of the Indians,
the Islamic state and apostasy
clearly show that language, communalism and religion are the
driving forces behind voter inclinations.
They failed to uphold their responsibilities as citizens because
they did not really use their rationality and their conscience in
choosing a representative. Hence,
the BA’s victory in Lunas is not a
matter of pride because the BA
failed to invite the voters at Lunas
and the people, generally, to base
themselves on the principled
teachings of religion and the demands of the reformasi movement
in carrying out their political responsibility.
Just as the BN used the issue of
the Islamic state to pull Chinese
votes in the 1999 General Elections, the BA, too, was not free of
such rabble-rousing. The BA was
only able to draw Chinese votes
by riding on Chinese voter sentiments against the BN government
over Suqiu and Vision Schools. We
should take the Lunas result not
as a cause for celebration, but as a
lesson of the extent to which our
political culture still depends
upon sentiments of language,
communalism and narrow religious thinking. This has to be
delved into and a solution must
be sought in order to build a
healthy Malaysian political culture.

Language
Although Malay was once the lingua franca and the language of
learning for the multi-ethnic and
multi-religious residents of the

Malay archipelago, the rise of the
western powers, such as Britain,
almost destroyed the standing of
the language in the eyes of the
world. As a consequence of British rule, English came to replace
Malay.
With the extension of the British
Empire over almost the whole
globe, English became one of the
most important of international
languages. As a consequence of
the ascendancy of the United
States (an English-speaking country) over science, communications
and information technology, the
hope of a Malay language renaissance is a receding one.
Although the situation of Mandarin, compared
with Malay, is
more comfortable
because of the international commercial network
of Chinese businessmen, its fate
in Malaysia is always
under
threat due to the
communal politics and narrow
nationalism sponsored by
UMNO. The fate of Tamil and
other mother tongues is less fortunate because their speakers
have neither the political clout of
Malay-language speakers nor the
financial resources of Mandarin
speakers.
Every community naturally loves
its own language. Each will fight
unceasingly for the status and
preservation of its mother tongue.
From a political perspective, all
Malaysians have accepted Malay
as the national language, nevertheless from a socio-cultural perspective, we have failed to foster a
Aliran Monthly 20(10) Page 9

love for it. But non-Malays are still
not quite willing to cooperate with
Malays to uplift the status of the
national language in the eyes of
the world. They see themselves as
victims of communalism; the status of their mother tongues are often seen or misunderstood as on
the verge of extinction or in decline.
They believe that the UMNO government is resolved - and is only
awaiting the appropriate moment
- to weaken their languages for the
survival or continuity of the national language. In an atmosphere
fraught with tension and suspicion, each sees the language of the
other as a threat to its own language.

Thus, it is hardly surprising the
champions of the national language often take harsh action, via
legislation and implementation,
to force non-Malays to use the
national language in their daily
lives or in official business.
Heart-to-heart dialogue and interaction regarding the language
question has never been a part of
the BN’s political agenda. In turn,
non-Malays react irrationally and
oppose without following the
warnings of the inner voices/conscience. In this spontaneous reaction, the study of Malay is solely

for the purpose of satisfying government wishes.
The philosophical principle of di
mana bumi dipijak, di situlah langit
dijunjung is not observed. In turn,
the best indicator of the BN government’s attitude can be seen in
Dr Mahathir’s charge that Dong
Jiao Zong, a Chinese organisation
which fights for Chinese education, is an extremist organisation
which practices “China’s Educa-

tion System”, because it rejected
the proposed Vision Schools.

The failure of the BN to fulfil their
election promises to increase the
number of Chinese primary
schools also caused a loss of faith
by Chinese voters in the BN. But
can the BA be proud of a success
that rode on the Vision Schools,
but failed to inspire confidence in
the voters that the BA represents
the best choice?
Hence, a sound language education policy has to be formulated
by the BA, and
quickly, to be presented as a better
alternative to the
BN concept of Vision Schools. The
BA’s education
policy in its 1999
General Elections manifesto ‘Towards a Just
Malaysia’ - is too
conservative, in the style of the BN
and fails to address the challenges
of the information technology age.

The BN government refuses to
dialogue with Dong Jiao Zong; instead, it aggressively pushes
ahead with its proposed Vision
Schools, and condemns opponents to that proposal as disloyal
citizens. Dong Jiao Zong, too,
refuses to face reality and has thus
far failed to provide explanations
to the non-Chinese community regarding their education policy.
They adopt the attitude of “unease” with the BN government’s
national language policy. But they
fail to be conscious of the fact that
they, too, have a joint responsibility to foster a love for the national
language in the Chinese schools.

Suqiu drafted 17 political demands that received the support
of about 2,000 Chinese associations. The greater part of those
demands are similar to the BA’s
struggle, specifically PAS’. But
PAS, as a Malay-based party, may
be reluctant to accept Suqiu’s demand that the classification into
Bumiputra and non-Bumiputra
be dropped and the communallybased quota system be terminated,
even though Suqiu did not question Malay special rights as stated
in the Federal Constitution.

Perhaps the BN government’s
haste in implementing the Vision
Schools without prior discussion
with Dong Jiao Zong provided political capital to the BA in Lunas.

Sadly, the politically bankrupt
Pemuda UMNO attempted to
arouse emotions over that demand, while keeping absolutely
silent on Suqiu’s other even more

Communalism
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urgent demands on matters such
as defending human rights, upholding justice, ending corruption, and building an impartial
media. Thankfully, the solid support of the Malays behind the BA,
and Tuan Guru Nik Aziz’s “revolutionary” statement that in Islam
there are no special rights for any
race, saved us from being dragged
into a racial conflict as happened
in 1969 and 1987, and as plotted
by certain interested parties.
In Lunas and Teluk Kemang, the
issue of the BA’s alleged
marginalisation of Indians allowed communal politics to be
fanned. Most opposition politicians of Indian descent apparently deny the new political culture that is being promoted by the
BA, that is, a political culture in
which leaders fight for justice for
all, even if one has to sacrifice the
unfounded interests of one’s own
community. In turn, the regard of
the people for a leader should not
be based on race or religion, but
on the ability and authority
(kewibawaan) of a leader.
It was once suggested that interracial marriage be made a means
to solving our communal problems. However, this is easier said
than done because it involves
questions of culture, of descent
and of religious faith.
For example, Malays are sceptical
of the Islamic faith of non-Malays
who marry Malays; in turn, nonMalays are suspicious that such
marriages have the purpose of
“Malayising” their culture.
Descent is even more complicated.
Will the child of a Malay woman
who married a non-Malay man
lose her Bumiputra/Malay status?
The case of Tan Hoon @ Abu

Hassan Abdullah who, apparently, married the sister-in-law of
the former Mentri Besar of
Selangor has once again raised
this question as a result of the circulation of the birth certificate of
their son.
In Malaysia, a citizen’s descent is
most important because those
classified as Bumiputra/Malay
enjoy special treatment and have
quotas set aside for them in the
distribution of economic and educational opportunities.
Islamic teaching emphasises the
equality of rights, mutual understanding and mutual help between races, but it has never been
the main political agenda of any
Malay-based party in this country. This is because it holds great
political risks as, in general, the
Malay community finds it difficult
to accept such a “revolutionary”
political struggle.
As a result, such Islamic teachings
have been neglected or set aside
by Muslim/Malay intellectuals, in
order that Malay sentiment not be
offended. Of course UMNO or BN
has little desire to resolve the dilemma. However, PAS or the BA,
too, seem unable to invite the
Malays who are comfortable in
their special cocoon to open their
minds and hearts (bermuhasabah).
But, suppose the Malays are prepared to give up their special
rights: are successful non-Malays
such as the big businessmen and
professionals ready to share their
commercial and professional
knowledge with Malays, and sacrifice a portion of their wealth to
help poor citizens?
Perhaps this is the heart-felt cry
of Malay youths, one which is difficult to ignore. However, as long

as the division between
Bumiputra and non-Bumiputra
stands, communal politics will
remain the focus of our politicians, including the BA, in their
competition.

Religion
Religious teachings, above all that
of Islam, should be able to assist
us to eliminate the politics of communalism. Ironically, Islamic politics in our country veers towards
communal politics rather than the
struggle of the Prophet
Muhammad s.a.w. and his companions who were able to unite a
human community comprising
various races and religions.
Worse still, the Muslim community’s noble ideal of an “Islamic
state” has been misunderstood by
the other communities in Malaysia as a “threat” which must be
eliminated or avoided at all costs.
The attitude of the Muslim community, which keeps its distance
from non-Muslims and uses
faulty approaches to bring the
message of Islam, has contributed
to this sense of “threat”.
Just as we would resolve language
issues by dialogue and interaction, all religious persons in Malaysia must take the bold step of
entering into mosques, temples,
churches and other places of
prayer in order to understand the
problems they face and the teachings of their religion. The leaders
of the BA, too, should address their
narrow understanding that religion has no role in building the
new political culture which is the
object of their struggle and instead
step up the consideration of religious teachings in their political
struggles, and seek to advance the
consciousness of members of variAliran Monthly 20(10) Page 11

ous faiths regarding the importance of a new political culture for
the growth of their religious institutions and the well-being of society.
We must understand a fact which
is difficult to accept, namely that
amongst those fearful of voting the
BA in the 1999 General Elections
were adherents of Buddhism, Hinduism and Christianity who
rarely interact with faithful Muslims.
They each keep to their own
“shells”, that is their temples and
churches where they fulfil their
religious practices. It appears that
“free thinkers”, or atheists who
hold to no religion but fight for
human rights and democracy, are
more inclined to support the BA.
Thus, the BA cannot ignore the
need for inter-religious dialogue
because inter-religious understanding is crucial to the BA’s
political future.
This is because both the reformasi
movement and the BA coalition is
closely related to the rise of the
influence of Islam. If this Islamic
influence, which gathers strength
by the day, is misunderstood by
those of other faiths as a “threat”
in the face of a decline in the BNsponsored communal politics,
they will surely more willingly
support the “Satan” (BN) they
know rather than entrust themselves to a BA which is closely related to an Islamic struggle they
do not understand. q
Translation of ‘Lunas:
Bahasa,
kaum
dan
a g a m a ’ , http://www.
harakahdaily.com/Dis/
k7dis2000_2.shtml

POLITICS

Lunas

And

Beyond

by Chandra Muzaffar
There are very few people who believe that
Barisan Alternatif (BA)
won the Lunas state byelection because it “exploited religious and ethnic issues” or because it “employed gangster tactics”.

T

Barisan Nasional (BN) leaders
who resort to such baseless allegations to explain their ignominious defeat are just bad losers who
cannot accept the truth that stares
them in the face.
The critical factor that
tilted the balance in favour of BA - as has been
noted a number of times
now - was the feeling of
hurt and anger within
the Chinese electorate in
Lunas. It was hurt and
anger caused by Prime
Minister Dr Mahathir
Mohamad’s totally insensitive remarks about
sections of the Chinese community made on no less than three
occasions in the last four months.
In his Merdeka Day speech he
compared the Suqiu - the umbrella
Chinese civic movement that had
submitted a 17-point memorandum to both government and opposition parties in the November
1999 general elections on challenges facing the Chinese community and the nation - to the communists.

Since the communists were part
of an underground, illegal movement which sought to bring about
political change through violence,
the Suqiu and the Chinese community were understandably upset by the comparison.
Suqiu perceived itself, and was
perceived by the community, as a
democratic network operating
within civil society. Besides, most
of the 17 points in its memorandum dealt with issues that are vi-

tal to the nation at this juncture in
history - issues such as human
rights, the independence of the judiciary, free and fair elections, the
equitable distribution of wealth,
the elimination of corruption and
so on.
This is why, reservations about a
couple of concerns related to the
status of the Bumiputra and the
ethnic quota system in education
aside, even Malay-based opposition parties such as the Islamic
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Party of Malaysia (PAS), Parti
Keadilan Nasional (Keadilan)
and Parti Rakyat Malaysia (PRM)
had no qualms about endorsing
the Suqiu memorandum because
it had such a strong commitment
to social justice and democracy.

Chinese

Upset

It is not surprising therefore that
Mahathir’s callous comment on
Aug 31 evoked so much anger
within the Chinese community anger which expressed
itself through the ballotbox in Lunas on Nov 29.
What exacerbated bad
feelings within the community was yet another
reckless remark that he
made in early November.
Criticising the Chinese
education movement,
the Dong Jiao Zong for
opposing the Vision
School
(Sekolah
Wawasan) concept, he averred
that the movement wanted an education system “like in China”.
This upset a lot of Chinese.
Chinese primary schools which are supposed to be linked
to Malay and Tamil primary
schools through the Vision
School idea - are integral to the
national education system.
Bahasa Melayu is an important
compulsory subject in these
schools.

Chinese schools share a common
curriculum and a common syllabus with their Malay and Tamil
counterparts. There are some
65,000 non-Chinese pupils - about
15 percent of total enrolment - in
Chinese
primary
schools
throughout the country.
If the aim of Vision School is to
facilitate interaction amongst primary school pupils from different
language streams, the Chinese
education movement had already
expressed its total support for a
1986 Education Ministry proposal to integrate primary school
pupils through joint extra-curricular activities.
What the Dong Jiao Zong and the
Chinese community feared was
that the Vision School concept
with its emphasis upon establishing a common administrative
structure would erode the identity
of the Chinese primary school.

Hobnobbing
With
Opposition
Instead of addressing these fears
sympathetically, Mahathir had
chosen to castigate the Chinese
education movement.
Mahathir committed a third gaffe.
Right in the midst of the Lunas
by-election campaign, he chose to
admonish Chinese supporting
the opposition as “ingrates”. He
had helped them during the financial crisis of 1997-98, he opined,
and yet they were now hobnobbing with the opposition.
For many Chinese and other
Malaysians, if Mahathir adopted
certain measures to overcome the
crisis, it was his responsibility as
prime minister to do so. There is

no denying that the majority of
Chinese business people survived the crisis through their own
efforts.
It is true that Mahathir had saved
some of them from going bankrupt
but these were mainly the big tycoons with close ties to the ruling
elite. Why should Mahathir expect
ordinary Chinese to be grateful to
him, asked the Chinese voters of
Lunas?
Indeed, as Fadzil Noor, PAS president and Opposition Leader in
Parliament, put it sarcastically at
a number of election ceramah, “It
is not the Chinese who should be
grateful to Mahathir, it is Mahathir
who should be grateful to the Chinese because it was their votes that
helped him remain in power at a
time when the Malays had deserted him in the 1999 general elections.”
It is because the Chinese electorate of Lunas regarded the “ingrates” remark as an affront to
their dignity, just as they perceived Mahathir’s comments
about Suqiu and their opposition
to Vision School as “hurtful” and
“insulting”, that an estimated 60
percent of them supported the
Barisan Alternatif.
Analysts are of the view that this
represents a 15 to 20 percent increase in the Chinese vote for BA
compared with the last general
elections. However, the Chinese
vote alone could not have won the
day for the BA.

Malay

Unhappiness

The Lunas contest is a clear indication that two years after the
harsh, punitive sacking of former
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deputy prime minister Anwar
Ibrahim from the government and
Umno, Malay unhappiness and
anger with Mahathir has not subsided.
If anything, a lot of Malays have
become even more incensed with
the man, following Anwar’s nineyear conviction by the Kuala
Lumpur High Court on sodomy
charges on Aug 8 this year.
The severity of the Mahathir regime’s persecution of Anwar was
underscored yet again on Nov 5
when a number of his supporters
in the reformasi movement were
bludgeoned and brutalised by the
police as they tried to organise a
peaceful assembly called the
100,000 People’s Gathering.
The grave injustice done to Anwar
continues to rankle the Malay
heart. In Lunas, as in the Teluk
Kemang and Sanggang by-elections, the anger and indignation
of the community found a channel through the vote.
There was another new issue
which also stirred the conscience
of the Malay community in Lunas.
In September, the Mahathir government decided that it would no
longer honour a 25-year-old petroleum agreement between the
national oil company, Petronas,
and the Terengganu state
government
which
gave
Terengganu an annual royalty on
oil drilled off the Terengganu
coast.
The only reason for the decision
was the change of government in
Kuala Terengganu, following the
general elections. Since PAS was
now in power, Mahathir decided
that the state would not be enti-

tled to any royalty.
This vicious, vindictive attitude so
characteristic of the man was condemned by speaker after speaker
in all the BA ceramah in Lunas.
For the voters, the royalty issue
demonstrated yet again how
haughty and arrogant the
Mahathir regime had become.

Abysmal

Level

The various instances of abuse of
power by the Mahathir regime
coupled with its reluctance to
tackle elite corruption, reflected in
a number of well-documented
cases, convinced the Malays of
Lunas that the regime had no
moral credibility.
As BA campaigners conveyed this
message to them, the Malays began to see why the leading institutions of governance, from the
judiciary and the police to the Elections Commission and the AntiCorruption Agency, no longer
command public respect.
It was not just the standards of
governance which had deteriorated to an abysmal level. The
economy, the people were made
aware, was dominated by powerful corporate interests which
were antithetical to the well-being of the poor.
It was partly because of their
awareness of these and other issues that about 55 percent of the
Malay vote in Lunas went to the
BA.
The impact of the Barisan
Alternatif (BA) upon the Indian
segment of the electorate, needless to say, was much less. It is
quite conceivable that the fracas

over the selection of a Malay
rather than an Indian candidate
to represent the BA in an MICheld constituency has some effect upon the vote.
Having said that, it should be
acknowledged that even in the
1999 general elections the BA
managed to secure only about 20
per cent of the Indian vote nationwide. There are many reasons that explain this.
It is perhaps true that a disenfranchised and marginalised community tends to gravitate towards
authority for its protection and
well-being. Nonetheless, towards
polling day, a number of Indians
were persuaded that the BA may
be more sincere in fighting for their
welfare than the BN (Barisan
Nasional), especially the MIC,
which had neglected their interests for decades.

Colossal

Liability

The BA was also better organised
than in Teluk Kemang or
Sanggang. It had an abundance
of party workers, all of them volunteers. Its flags, banners and
posters matched those of the BN.
There was no dearth of vehicles
to ferry voters on polling day.
For once, the BA’s machinery was
able to offer some resistance to the
BN’s overwhelming physical
power and presence. Still, when
the BN’s 3Ms were taken into consideration - money, media and
machinery - the BA just paled into
insignificance.
However, the BN’s fourth M Mahathir Mohamad - turned out
to be a colossal liability rather
than a crucial asset. This worked
to the BA’s advantage.

The BA candidate obtained
about 15 to 20 per cent of the Indian vote which, given the circumstances, was no mean
achievement.

So far we have examined some of
the reasons for the BA’s victory
and the BN’s defeat in Lunas.
Now we shall try to analyse the
significance of the Lunas verdict
to Malaysian political development.

Apart from these communitybased reasons for the BA’s triumph, one should also emphasise that the willingness of the
DAP and Keadilan leaders to repair and restore ties in the last
48 hours - following the squabble over candidacy - also enhanced the coalition’s performance.

One,
the
politics
of
developmentalism has lost its impact upon the electorate. It is no
longer possible to convince voters
- even rural voters - that they
should support the BN because
only the BN can ensure development.

The show of solidarity between
the two parties and within the BA
not only demolished the BN’s
main weapon against the former
but it also convinced fence-sitters
that the opposition coalition was
viable and cohesive.
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The people now know that it is
the responsibility of the government of the day to bring about development. Development is the
right of the people. There is no reason for them to be grateful to the
government for development
projects which, in any case, are

financed by the sweat of their
brow.
This is why desperate attempts by
the BN government to surface
roads and build latrines during
the election campaign period
were greeted with scorn and scepticism by the voters of Lunas.

How long will Umno tolerate a
leader who cannot defend the party’s interests in his own state?
Umno knows that one year after a
general election in which Umno’s
Malay base was decimated - two
Malay states and 32 Malay-majority parliamentary constituencies
fell to BA hands - the erosion of
Malay support from the party continues unabated.

main cause of its decline.
To put it in a nutshell, a lot of influential elements in Umno now
acknowledge the simple truth that
ordinary Malaysians have realised for some time now - the doctor is the disease.

Two, Lunas also brought to the
fore the whole question of leadership and governance. For the first
time since the sacking of Anwar
Ibrahim in September 1998, both
Malay and Chinese voters focused
upon a single target: Mahathir
Mohamad.

If Mahathir who has been prime
minister for 19 years clings on to
power in spite of his growing unpopularity what are the consequences for Umno and the BN?
For their own survival, if nothing
else, other Umno leaders will have
to act sooner than later.

Four, there is another compelling
reason why Umno should realise
soonest that its future - and the
future of the BN - is at stake. The
Keadilan-BA victory in Lunas establishes beyond any shadow of
doubt that the opposition is capable of capturing ethnically-mixed
constituencies -constituencies
which constitute the crux and the
core of Umno-BN power.

The reasons for focusing upon
Mahathir may be different but the
underlying concern is the same.
Can we continue to put up with a
leader whose utterances and actions have demeaned the dignity
of both Malays and Chinese?

When the first prime minister, the
late Tunku Abdul Rahman, was
eased out in 1970 he had more
support in his own state and
within the party hierarchy and
rank-and-file than Mahathir today.

The majority of parliamentary
constituencies in Peninsular Malaysia, for instance, are ethnicallymixed, meaning by which, they
are constituencies where 40 to 70
per cent of voters are Malays and
the rest are Chinese and Indians.

Decency

Trampled

In this regard, the Malay voters
of Lunas have gone further than
their Chinese compatriots. They
want Mahathir to quit. Never before in our history have Malay
and Chinese voters come together in a state by-election, in
such unison and with such vehemence, to repudiate the man
at the helm of the nation for
trampling upon the basic tenets
of justice and decency.
Three, the repudiation of
Mahathir by the voters of Lunas
in his own home state is bound to
have serious repercussions within
Umno. Even in the 1999 general
elections, Umno took a severe beating in Kedah. It lost 12 out of 36
state seats and eight out of the 15
parliamentary seats to PAS.

Doctor

Is

The

Disease

There are signs, however, to show
that Umno is beginning to act. The
fact that the Umno Supreme Council was forced to withdraw
amendments to the party constitution which would have legitimised the leadership’s desire to
perpetuate its power as a result of
overwhelming opposition from
ordinary members shows that the
grassroots have become alert to the
grave
danger
posed
by
Mahathir’s authoritarianism.
Party leaders are also speaking up
openly against Mahathir. (They
have been doing so privately for
some time now). Newspaper columnists connected to Umno are
urging the party to recognise the
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In the Teluk Kemang by-election
in June 2000 where the KeadilanBA candidate managed to reduce
the BN’s majority by 40 per cent,
and in a number of other ethnically-mixed parliamentary constituencies in the 1999 general
elections which were lost narrowly, the BA proved that it is capable of putting up a credible performance in BN territory.

Tide

Of

Change

Five, the BN should fear the BA’s
potential for yet another reason.
It is reckoned that the majority
of new voters in the Lunas byelection supported the BA. Some
election watchers even suggest
that the percentage could be as
high as 70.

This merely confirms what has
been obvious all along. It is the
young who are the driving force
behind the reformasi movement.
It is the young who yearn for
change. Any movement for change
that is supported by the young will
succeed sooner or later. Neither
Mahathir nor Umno nor the BN
can stop the tide of change that is
about to wash our shores.
Six, what is even more significant,
Lunas reaffirmed a trend which
has been slowly emerging since
the late 80s. A multi-ethnic,
loosely cobbled opposition is beginning to take shape and form.
It could well pave the way for the
eventual emergence of an effective,
multi-ethnic two coalition system.
It is important to observe, in this
connection, that the successful BA
candidate in the Lunas by-election, Saifuddin Nasution, obtained 10,511 votes, half of which,
it is estimated, was Malay and the
other half, Chinese and Indian.
The
BN
contestant,
S
Anthonysamy, gained 9,981 votes,
with substantial chunks of Malay,
Chinese and Indian components
in it. It shows that both the BA and
BN have multi-ethnic support
bases. In fact, in the 1999 general
elections itself, it was apparent
that the two coalitions had the
support of all the communities,
though in varying proportions.
Seven, Lunas not only established
the multi-ethnic, multi-religious
credentials of BA. It also revealed
the extent to which BA leaders,
members, supporters and even the
voting populace had overcome
some of seemingly insurmountable barriers separating the different communities.

Non-Muslims, mainly Buddhists
or Confucianists, but also Hindus
and Christians appeared to be
less uneasy today with Islamic
salutations and Koranic references than say three or four years
ago.

that lie ahead. Not the least of
these is making each and every
community feel that the BA is its
home; that the BA is capable of
protecting the rights and interests
of even the most minuscule minority in the country.

At the same time, Malays (who are
100 percent Muslims) connected
quite well with Chinese and Tamil
phraseology and sloganeering.
More important, both Muslims
and non-Muslims empathised
readily with the view that cultural
and linguistic diversity was
God’s handiwork and respect for
a person’s language was an integral aspect of Islamic doctrine.

It is important to emphasise this
especially in light of the public
squabble that developed over the
choice of the candidate in the
Lunas by-election.

Harmonious

Relations

By choosing a Malay candidate
from Keadilan, the three BA parties - PAS, Keadilan and PRM were not deliberately sidelining
an Indian candidate from the DAP
or marginalising the Indian community.

Until recently, not many Muslims,
including PAS supporters, appreciated the breadth and depth of
Islamic universalism vis-a-vis language and culture. Similarly, for
many non-Muslim Chinese and
Indians, the accommodative, inclusive Islamic approach to cultural and linguistic diversity
which PAS and Keadilan speakers emphasised in their ceramahs,
was something of a revelation.

It was a strategic decision which
sought to harness to the hilt, the
growing antagonism towards
Mahathir within the Umno rankand-file; the pro-PAS-Keadilan
mood in Kedah; and the advantage that Saifuddin had as the BA
parliamentary candidate for
Padang Serai, which includes the
Lunas state seat, in the last general elections. Saifuddin in fact did
rather well in the Lunas area.

Their speeches have helped to
modify somewhat a perception
prevalent within some sections of
the non-Muslim community that
Islam is a bigoted, intolerant religion. In that sense, at least, the BA
has contributed a little to the elimination of certain religious and ethnic stereotypes which hamper
and hinder harmonious community relations.

Nonetheless, in the wake of the
squabble over the Lunas seat, a
serious misperception has developed about Keadilan’s commitment to the interests and aspirations of the Indian minority.

But the BA should not rest on its
laurels. Even in the sphere of inter-religious and inter-ethnic ties,
there are daunting challenges
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As a multi-ethnic, multi-religious
party devoted to justice and dignity for each and every community, Keadilan will have to address
this issue. It is only by addressing
the issue with courage and candour that Keadilan and the BA
will be able to provide a viable alternative to the BN in 2004. q

HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

Malaysia Sticks Out
Like A Sore Thumb
by Dr Francis Loh
t is with mixed feelings
and a troubled heart that
Aliran marks World Human Rights Day on 10
December 2000. Although we are
stepping into the new millennium
- the era of globalisation - anachronistic repressive laws within
our country continue to prevent
Malaysians from claiming fully
their fundamental rights and realising their human dignity.

I

The most pernicious of these laws
is the Internal Security Act, still in
force after more than 43 years of
Independence. Under the ISA,
thousands of Malaysians have
been robbed of their rights and liberties and tragically, in many
cases, the best years of their lives.
The ISA may be legal but it is a
barbaric law that condemns and
convicts individuals without a
fair trial in open court. It further
violates the spiritual traditions
and teachings of all religions practised in Malaysia.
In this regard, Aliran is deeply
troubled by recent developments
that have tarnished the integrity

of the judiciary and undermined
its independence. The controversial conviction of former deputy
Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim
and some of his associates is but
one such glaring example. Consequently, individuals and groups
have called for a Royal Commission to inquire into the state of the
Malaysian Judiciary with a view
to restoring its integrity and independence - a call that Aliran
strongly supports.
Aliran is most encouraged by the
awakening of the Malaysian people, who have begun to stand up
for their civil and political rights.
More and more NGOs and organisations have been formed and
mobilised in the defence of these
rights. The establishment of
SUHAKAM under an act of parliament is also most welcome but
it will have to prove itself to enhance its credibility.
Unfortunately this awakening of
the Malaysian people has been
met with increased police brutality and repression. The Mahathir
administration refuses to recog-

nise this flowering of consciousness and instead seems hell-bent
on suppressing it.
On this anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, Aliran calls upon the government to declare its respect for
and commitment to the principles
enshrined in the Universal Declaration. We also call on the government to ratify the various international human rights instruments particularly the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights.
It seems contradictory that we are
a member of the United Nations
and yet we have not ratified these
instruments, which have been endorsed by the vast majority of its
members. We stick out like a sore
thumb in the international community. Endorsing these instruments will clearly affirm our commitment to universal human
rights values and go a long way
in fulfilling our aspiration towards freedom and democracy.q

On this anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Aliran calls upon the government to declare its respect for and
commitment to the principles enshrined in the Universal Declaration.
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Mohd Azmin were picked up at
the KLIA as soon as they landed
after completing their umrah in
Mecca. They were to be charged
with “rioting” in Lunas!
Tsk, tsk, Mahathir hai, now that’s
no way to go about creating Malay
unity!

Q Q Q Q Q
Manglished!

Kuch,
Kuch,
Mahathir
Hai!

This new year – the true start of
the new millennium – has seen
much by way of “offerings” to the
public. All and sundry were
treated to the Hindustani blockbuster starring male icon Shah
Rukh Khan and female heartthrob Kajol. The tear-jerker ends
with a reconciliation between
hero and rival after the weeping
bride-to-be is magnanimously
yielded to the hero by his nemesis.
After the Lunas debacle, the leader
of UMNO is seemingly ready for
a reconciliation with his various
detractors. The propaganda machinery has been whipped up to

make all sorts of overtures for
“ perpaduan Melayu” (Malay
unity) in the year 2001. The
Utusan Malaysia has carried an
emotional (tear-jerking?) appeal
for a dialogue of the Malay-based
political parties and other groups
to aerate the issue.
There have also been hot rumours
circulating that Anwar Ibrahim
will be “rehabilitated” in the near
future. His medical condition will
provide the gambit for a sojourn
abroad and this will be seen as a
goodwill gesture. All of this
sounds like wishful thinking to
me. Certainly KeADILan youth
chief Mohamed Ezam will not fall
for it. He rejected the UMNO overtures
as
mere
UMNO
maneuverings in its own interest.
He could certainly vouch for the
lack of goodwill shown by the
Mahathir government to him and
his party, with the frequency of
arrests of KeADILan members, the
long queue of court cases involving him and others on dubious
charges.
In the latest episode, Ezam and
Selangor state assemblyman
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The Malaysian tolerance level for
political
mendacity
and
doubletalk is remarkable. Look at
how a former minister of education, and the one who was largely
responsible for taking us down the
road of “unmastering” English
can suddenly make Malaysians
perk up to full attention and mindlessly swallow his new exhortation to master the language.
Not all of us can be fooled, however. In a so-called exclusive
(read, orchestrated) interview
with Bernama, the PM sounded
earnest, candid and sensible on
many subjects, one of which was
the English issue. The interview
itself, weaved with platitudinous
home truths and motherhood
statements, requires some
deconstruction and demystifying
– if you’ll bear with me.
Let’s start with the English question. The Aliran president in a
pithy response to the Mahathir exhortation said it all and it bears
repeating:
“When the switch to Bahasa Malaysia was made in the early 70s,
rational voices pleaded that Science and Mathematics be taught
in English. This was shot
down. There was also the suggestion that English Literature be

taught to preserve the standard of
English. This was ignored. BN
MPs must decide whether they
want to be Malaysians in the larger
interest of the country or remain
as petty politicians for their narrow interests.
Mahathir, who was the education
minister those days, now blames
the “language nationalists” for
opposing the government’s supposed steadfast efforts to promote
English. Mahathir himself is now
touted by the ingenuous GPMS
president Suhaimi Ibrahim as a
paragon of English mastery. The
prime minister admits coyly that
his command of the language had
indeed served him well (“we can’t
go to other countries and speak
our own language….”)
What bugs me is how glibly and
facilely politicians can twist and
turn their tongues with incredibly
unfazed ease, something that
surely demands more than a mastery of any language! Are these
paragons of English or paragons
of the art of verbal deception? Or
in the colloquial idiom, has the PM
become the Bapak Kepala Bapak
(Father of all Liars), according to
a well-known opposition leader?

Q Q Q Q Q
Bye-Bye

Mas!

wait, what if the government has
to buy the shares at a premium
price of RM8 per share when its
market value is only RM 3.68!?
The prime minister was at pains
in his interview to explain the
deal. The unfortunate CEO evidently lost a lot of money when
the stock market plunged. We
can’t let poor Din, bear the brunt
if it, can we? No way José, let’s
have the rakyat bail him out.
H’mmm, this sounds familiar —
were not a Ting, Mirzan, Halim
and Vincent also beneficiaries of
buy-backs and bail-outs when the
chips were down?
Economists have a term for this:
“moral hazard”. The crony version of the term is “moral impunity”. It boggles the mind to think
of the benefits that could have accrued to the public if only all the
money used in crony bailouts had
been put into some well-deserved,
public-friendly projects instead.
Yet another case of the high tolerance level of Malaysians for governmental mendacity – or has the
Mahathir regime hit the ceiling
here? An indication that toleration has buckled could be the unexpected but hard-hitting statement by the Young Graduates
Association of Malaysia on the

Dr. M also touched on the MAS
buy-back, which has been hot on
the lips of business wags and
market watchers after the government’s announcement of acquiring 29 per cent of the shares
owned by its now erstwhile CEO,
Tajudin Ramli. Nothing extraordinary about that, you might say,
after all it’s the national airline
and any government should have
a stake in a national carrier. But

MAS buy-back. Objecting strenuously, it has called for the government to scuttle the deal. These selfsame graduates were admirers
and supporters of the BN government up until the 1999 November
elections.
But hear this one from T.H. Loi in
a letter to The Star, “If I was a Tan
Sri (sic), I think selling the majority stake at RM1.8 billion is too
cheap for the only international
airline of a fast developing country”!
My dear Mr. Loi, do pause for a
moment to reflect that the Tan Sri
dragged a successful national airline way below bottom line with
four straight years of losses at the
rate of about RM1million a day before he decided to unleash a total
debt of RM2.7 billion of his failing airline on you and me!

Q Q Q Q Q
Let’s Do
The Mahathir ‘Shuffle’
There was much talk of a possible
cabinet reshuffle, which was supposed to have come after the Hari
Raya-Christmas break. However
the PM denied this in his interview of 29 December with
Bernama and left us all high and
dry. Nonetheless, do let me share
with you some of the extremely
interesting rumours that were
making the rounds about possible changes — a sort of wish list
you might say for those of us who
would like to see some accountability and transparency in government:
• Abdullah Badawi dropped as
Home Minister because of the
mishandling of the Kesas highway event.
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• Musa Mohamad dropped as
Minister of Education for the
failure to resolve the Vision
School fiasco.
• Khalil Yaacob dropped as Education Minister for sheer ineffectualness and non-handling
of Lunas bussing affair.
• Ling Leong Sik dropped as
Transport Minister for MAS
debacle.
Some possible replacements were:

• Mahathir Mohamad as Home
Minister – no humming and
hawing the Badawi way, just
go for Operation Lalang II!
• Mahadzir Khir as Education
Minister
–
another
“Mahathir”, eh?
• Mat (Tyson) Taib as Information Minister – sock it to the
Reformasi, Mat!
• Samy Vellu for Transport Minister – will certainly improve
on public bussing for elections.

Q Q Q Q Q
What The Hack !

Home Minister?

Lim Kit Siang: First alerted that the
official Parliament website had been
hacked.

Information Minister?

Transport Minister?

Kudos to DAP chairman Lim Kit
Siang who first alerted us that the
official Parliament website had
been hacked. Asked whether this
could be the work of anti-government elements, Parliament
Speaker Tun Zahir Ismail said: “I
don’t know. Sometimes people
want to experience the feeling that
they can hack into a website”.
Zahir and Kit Siang highlighted
the need to improve security and
safety features so that the site
would be better protected from future hackers.
The Backbenchers Club secretary
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further added that Parliament
would need to employ IT specialists to create a new website which
is more current, comprehensive
and attractive besides controlling
the hackers. Apparently, the hacking had not been discovered for a
while since the unattractive
website was one of the least visited ones.
Like numerous Malaysians, the
PM, too, deplored the irresponsible deed. Instead of all the important information, Parliament’s
website simply contained some
foreign words and a Brazilian
address of the rock group Garbage. The hacker signed off
“Topiera”.
But does PM know something
about the hacker’s identity that
we don’t? Here is what he said:
“The clever-minded individuals
accused the government of controlling the press. In actual fact,
they are the ones who are controlling power as they do not allow
other news to get through the
Internet. We give them an opportunity to learn. Now they use their
knowledge to fight against the
government and the very principles they are supposed to be fighting for”. As usual the logic is completely garbled. But his ranting
still sounds like an accusation
against the opposition.
If PM knows the identity of the
hacker, he should duly inform
those in charge. Even if he has an
inkling of those responsible, he
should — what the heck — lodge
a report. Since when did we need
all the pertinent information to
press charges against suspected
troublemakers? Recruit the services of the former AG, he knows
how to do it, as someone sug-

gested.
On the other hand, if PM does not
smell a rat, he shouldn’t go
around insinuating that the local
opposition is responsible for hacking the website. But this is the root
of the problem with No 1 these
days. He’s so ready to accuse and
lay blame on others even when
he’s got a blocked nose.
Even before Anwar’s trial began,
No 1 had already publicly
charged and convicted Anwar.
When queried he said that all the
evidence would be provided in
court. In the event, the charge was
amended and re-amended and the
evidence still not presented.
The Suqiu who presented the 17Points Election Appeal were then
accused of being extremists and
associated with the “communists
of the past” and the militant AlMa’Unah in his Merdeka Day
speech. Yet, just before the November 1999 elections, the MCA president speaking on behalf of Dr M’s
cabinet, announced that “none of
the issues [in the Suqiu document]
had caused any controversy or
were rejected by the Cabinet
outright….We feel that the principles are universal and can be accepted by all…” He further stated
that the appeal represented “99
percent of the Malaysian Chinese
in the country”. What happened
in the interim ? Did somebody
hack into the Cabinet’s memory
file too?
And most recently after the BA
had won in Lunas, Dr M readily
accused the opposition of dirty
tactics, fanning racial and religious sentiments and violence,
and in so doing shunted aside
rising criticisms within the

Barisan and his own party that
his outbursts had alienated the
voters from the BN.
Some attribute these outbursts
against his critics and other people who simply do not dance to
his tune anymore to a mean streak
in his character. They cite his challenge and troubles with the
Tunku and the fact that Pak Lah
is his fourth deputy as evidence.
Others, more magnanimously say
that he’s grown old and cantankerous. Still others, more politely,
say he’s become nyanyuk (senile).

Q Q Q Q Q
Time

Bomb?

CM Koh Tsu Koon: Launched Penang's
RM500,000 Millennium Project on New
Year's eve.

The Penang government is beginning to have a penchant for white
elephants – ones which are
erected and literally buried for
posterity rather than for the use of
the contemporary denizens of our
fair city. The state’s RM 500,000
Millennium Project, which included the idea of a “time capsule”, was launched by CM Koh
Tsu Koon on New Year’s Eve. But
thanks to sensible objections all
around, the project may not see
the light of day.
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The much-publicised project,
which would consist of a sort of
sundial encapsulating photos of
the state’s history, to be built at
the Esplanade, remains in much
doubt. Municipal Councillor
Ooi Chuan Aik has objected to
the idea and calls for a structure
more symbolic of Penang .
Adds Yusoff Latiff of the Penang
Malay Association (Pemenang),
“to remember the millennium,
they should consider renovating
the Penang Town Hall for public use like hosting wedding receptions, theatre performances
and activities for the younger
generation” (The Star, 30 December 2000.)
Personally, I think this obsession with monuments is beginning to drive most Malaysians
up the wall. Witness the monumental Twin Towers (also with
the complement of a time capsule, propounding the achievements of our great leader). So far
the towers seem to have served
only the likes of Sean Connery
and Catherine Zeta-Jones rather
than ordinary Malaysian citizens.
Penang for sure is in dire need of
a properly-administered and efficiently-run public transport system, and minimally a ring road,
which has been many years in the
offing, to ease city and residentialzone traffic. Couldn’t the state and
city authorities put their minds to
that problem instead of fantasizing about the future. At the rate
we are all going, we may well be
on course for a major present-day
social implosion rather than future shock.
D.L. Daun

JUDICIARY

Right

to

Due

Process

Above All The Court Must Be Independent and Impartial
by Param Cumaraswamy
rime Minister Datuk
Seri Dr Mahathir
Mohamad is reported
in the print media today (7-11 2000) to have said,
amongst others, with regard
to the trial of Datuk Seri
Anwar Ibrahim that “the trial
lasted one year and was conducted
in English … and Anwar was defended by nine of the country’s best
lawyers … and yet they say there
is no due process … I do not understand the due process (which
they mean).”

P

Due process which in effect is
the right to a fair trial is not
measured just by the length of
the trial and the number of lawyers, however eminent, who
defended the accused and the
language in which the trial was
conducted. The right to a fair
trial under international law,
and indeed under Malaysian
law, involves other procedural
essentials. The most essential
is that the trial court must be
independent and impartial and
must be perceived to be so.
Similarly the appellate courts
hearing the appeals must be
independent and impartial.
Another essential ingredient is
the right of the accused to call
and obtain the attendance of
and examine witnesses on his
or her behalf under the same
conditions as the prosecutor.

In effect there must be equality of arms which is vital for a
fair trial. If these basic essentials are not apparent in the
trial process, though other procedural rules may have been
met, the accused cannot possibly be said to have had due
process or a fair trial.
The events prior to the trials
and during the process of the
trials of Datuk Seri Anwar
Ibrahim certainly raised, and
will continue to be raised, serious issues as to whether these
important essentials of a fair
trial were met. Hence the national and international concerns of the fairness of the two
trials. Repeated assertions of
the government’s confidence in
the trial processes amidst public concerns and suspicions
only further confirm these concerns and suspicions. Here the
government may well be advised to take heed of Singapore
Senior Minister, Lee Kuan
Yew’s observation at the end
of his recent visit to Kuala
Lumpur when he expressed
bewilderment
over
of
Malaysian public’s scepticism
and cynicism over government’s statement and actions.
It must also be remembered
that the right to a fair trial is a
basic human right enshrined in
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all major international and regional human rights instruments beginning with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights 1948. When this right
is denied or is seen in jeopardy,
everyone has the right, individually and in association
with others, to peacefully protest and call for protection of
the right by the competent authorities. The United Nations
Declaration on Human Rights
Defenders 1998 obligates the
Malaysian Government to give
space for such expressions and
take note of the protests. Suppressing such peace protests by
police actions on the premiss
that the protesters had no police permit is just not the way.
If police permits are needed
then issue the permits and let
democracy prevail.
On international protests, in
this day and time, nations, big
or small, powerful or weak,
cannot escape scrutiny by the
international community over
human rights violations. It will
be a matter of time national
sovereignty will be seen as a
defence of the past. q
Param Cumaraswamy is
the UN Special Rapporteur
on the Independence of
Judges & Lawyers

WOMEN

Legal
Discrimination
Continues …
Is the Issue of Justice for Women Not a Necessity?
by Dr Prema Devaraj
t was surprising that
the Prime Minister’s
Department Parliamentary
Secretary
Datuk Noh Omar could say
(The Sun 25 Oct 2000) that there
is no sex discrimination in the
Immigration Act . He is ill informed.

I

Under the Immigration Act
1963, Section 12 a female
1963
holder of a work pass or work
permit cannot have the name
of her husband endorsed on
the pass or permit. However a
male holder of a work pass or
work permit has the right to
endorse his wife’s name on the
pass or permit. Under Section
10 of the Immigration Regulations 1963
1963, a foreign husband cannot be issued a Dependent’s pass to enter Malaysia. This makes it extremely
difficult for women (including
Malaysian women) in Malaysia
to be accompanied by their
husbands when they are working in Malaysia unlike their
male counterparts who are entitled to bring their wives
along as Dependants. Thus foreign husbands of Malaysian
women who decide to live in
Malaysia are not allowed to
work (unless they can get an
employer to apply for a work

permit for them) and can only
be allowed to enter Malaysia
on a visitor’s pass, or tourist
visa, and stay for short periods of time unlike foreign
wives who enter on Dependant’s passes and can apply to
work.
So when Datuk Noh Omar
says that research by the Home
Ministry has shown that there
is no sex discrimination in the
Immigration Act, one is left
wondering how this conclusion
was arrived at when it is so
clear that such discrimination
exists.

Other
Discriminatory

Laws

The legal discrimination faced
by women does not end with
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the Immigration Act. There are
of course the Citizenship Related laws
laws. A Malaysian
woman married to a foreigner
can confer her Malaysian nationality on her child only if
the child is born in Malaysia
(Federal Constitution Part III).
However a Malaysian man
married to a foreigner can confer his nationality on his child
whether or not his child is born
within or outside Malaysia.
This causes a lot of problems
for Malaysian women married
to foreigners living abroad.
There is also the situation
where a foreign husband of a
Malaysian woman cannot become a Malaysian citizen by
registration under Article 15(I)
of the Constitution unlike a
foreign wife of a Malaysian

man who can obtain citizenship
under that law if she fulfils certain residential and character
qualifications.
With the Employee’s Social
Security Act 1969 (SOCSO)
Section 26, (and the Fourth
Schedule) a female worker who
makes the same contribution to
SOCSO as a male worker has
no right to confer the same
benefit to her spouse upon her
death unless her husband can
prove that he is “wholly or
mainly dependent on the earnings of the deceased insured
person at the time of her
death”.
Under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 1952 (revised
1982
1982) in the event a workman
who contributed to the Workmen’s Compensation Fund
dies at work, compensation is
payable to his dependants.
Section 10 of the Act states
that if the compensation
(maximum RM 10,000) is to be
paid to a woman (or a minor
or a person with a legal disability) then the money must
be deposited with a Commissioner who has the sole discretion to decide whether to
invest, apply or otherwise
deal with the money for the
benefit of the woman, minor
or person under a legal disability.
Under the Pension Act 1980
1980, a

widow has to share her pension if her husband has other
wives and she will lose his pension if she remarries. On the
other hand a man with more
than one wife can draw more
than one pension if his working wives die.

Amend

The

Law

The examples given above are
by no means a complete list of
laws or articles or sections or
schedules with provisions
which specifically discriminate
against women. Women in
Malaysia face legal discrimination. This is a fact. Malaysian
women, men and especially
women’s groups, have called
upon the Malaysian government time and again to end legal discrimination against
women in Malaysia.
The Federal Constitution states
that people should not be discriminated against on the
grounds of religion, race, descent or place of birth. Unfortunately there is no mention of
sex or gender. This means that
the current laws and their provisions that specifically discriminate against women are
legal and their on-going implementation continues to keep
women in a disadvantaged position.
Malaysia is a signatory to the
Convention On The Elimina-

tion Of All Forms Of Discrimination
Against
Women
(CEDAW). Having signed this
in 1995, the Malaysian government is legally bound to put
the provisions of the Convention into practice. The government would do well to first
amend Article 8(2) of the Federal Constitution so as to remove discrimination against
any person on the grounds of
sex.
It is very clear which laws are
discriminatory and suggested
amendments have already
been made, many times, by the
various women’s groups.
Given the government’s rhetoric on improving the position
of women in society why then
do these laws still exist? According to Datuk Noh Omar,
any law can be amended or
repealed when necessary. Is the
issue of justice for women not
a necessity?
As long as discriminatory
laws, procedures and prejudices continue to exist, the
rights of women will be restricted and women will continue to be dependent and
disadvantaged. As long as
people continue to go along
with this system, as long as
those in power continue to
maintain these and other unjust laws, our country cannot
truthfully talk about progress
or justice. q

As long as discriminatory laws, procedures and prejudices
continue to exist, the rights of women will be restricted and
women will continue to be dependent and disadvantaged.
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HEALTH

The Pe o p l e ’ s H e a l t h
Assembly
2000
by Russell Mokhiber and Robert Weissman
Savar, Bangladesh

M

ore than two decades
ago, the nations of the
world issued a call for
“Health for all the people of the
world by the year 2000,” in the
Alma Alta Declaration, the product of a World Health Organisation-UNICEF conference.
In 1978, at the time of the Declaration, that goal seemed achievable.
There was serious talk of a New
International Economic Order, to
begin to remedy the wealth and
technology gap between the global
North and South. Primary
healthcare was held “the key to attaining the target” of health for all.
Now, with 2000 upon us, it is evident that the world failed to turn
the vision into reality.
Earlier this month, approximately
1,500 public health activists from
93 countries gathered at the spirited and historic People’s Health
Assembly (PHA) in Bangladesh to
assess this state of affairs, and to
map the way forward so that
health for all is in fact achieved.
The emerging PHA diagnosis,
which focused primarily on
healthcare failures in developing
countries, was multifaceted: Governments have failed to invest sufficient resources and empower localities to assure adequate nutri-

Delegates from Cuba related the island’s stunning public health achievements

tion, clean water, maternal and
child health care and other components of primary health care.
This governmental failure is
rooted in many internal problems,
but especially reflects the budgetary and policy squeeze imposed
by the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank and foreign debt repayments, as well as
the World Trade Organisation.
Meanwhile, multinational corporations are pushing a privatisation agenda for healthcare which
removes control of crucial health
decisions and delivery systems
from the public sphere, where it is
subject to popular influence, and
often removes access to healthcare
altogether from poor people.
The delegates had an opportunity
to passionately denounce the institutions of corporate globalisation when a World Bank repreAliran Monthly 20(10) Page 26

sentative attended a session labelled “The World Bank Faces the
People.” Led by the Indian delegation, PHA attendees hooted and
booed the Bank, chanting “Down,
Down, World Bank, Down
Down.” They spoke with raw
emotion of Bank projects which
have displaced people from
longstanding
communities,
destabilising both societies and
public health, and of Bank lending programs that pushed national healthcare systems in the
direction of a corporate-dominated model.
Primary healthcare remains a top
priority, the PHA concluded, but
it was unlikely to be achieved
broadly in the absence of fundamental transformations in the global political economy.
A “People’s Charter for Health”

mary healthcare into effect, GK
has trained countless health
workers — mostly women — to
raise health standards in surrounding villages. It leads the way
in supplying care in the wake of
floods and other national emergencies in Bangladesh. GK pharmaceuticals, and its support for
Bangladesh’s progressive national drug program — which has
weathered relentless attacks from
multinational drug firms — have
made essential medicines available to consumers throughout the
country.

“Down, Down, World Bank, Down Down.”

issued by the PHA (see http://
www.pha2000.org/pch8Dec.htm)
asserted that health is a human
right and that “health and human
rights should prevail over economic and political concerns,”
and it called for the provision of
“universal and comprehensive
primary health care, irrespective
of people’s ability to pay.”
But the Charter also called for the
cancellation of the Third World
debt, major changes at the IMF,
World Bank and WTO, effective
regulation to control the activities
of multinational corporations
and controls on speculative international capital flows. It also includes provisions on the environment, war and violence.
The imperative of achieving
macro-level transformations did
not depress the delegates. There
were more community health
workers than professional policy
advocates at the conference, and
delegates from developing countries vastly outnumbered those
from industrialised nations.
These delegates were able to relate their own successes to illustrate what can be achieved, despite
enormous obstacles, with determi-

nation and organisation.
A. Chintamani, a health worker
from a low caste in India, explained how she learned to wear
shoes to prevent hookworm —
despite an expectation that people in her caste would go barefooted — and then became empowered to deliver care even to
upper caste persons, who were
forced to turn to her, because she
offered the best available care.
Delegates from Cuba related the
island’s stunning public health
achievements — with many national health indicators, such as
infant mortality levels, comparable to those in the United States—
in the face of the U.S. trade embargo. The international audience
cheered long and loud for the Cuban delegates — in appreciation
of Cuba’s accomplishments and
in solidarity for its resistance to
U.S. aggression.
Most heartening, perhaps, was
the example provided by the PHA
hosts. The meeting was held on
the campus of Gonoshasthaya
Kendra (GK), a Bangladesh NGO
that has constructed a hospital,
university and generic drug factory. Putting the concept of priAliran Monthly 20(10) Page 27

What GK and other success stories conveyed at the PHA reveal is
that it is not for lack of resources
or knowledge that the world has
failed to deliver on the promise of
the Alma Alta declaration.
What is lacking is political will,
from the village to international
level.
“While governments have the primary responsibility for promoting
a more equitable approach to
health and human rights,” the
People’s Health Charter concludes, it will require people’s organisations to force them to meet
this responsibility. q
Russell Mokhiber is editor
of the Washington, D.C.based Corporate Crime
Reporter. Robert Weissman is editor of the Washington, D.C.-based Multinational Monitor. They are
co-authors of Corporate
Predators: The Hunt for
MegaProfits and the Attack
on
Democracy
(Monroe, Maine: Common
Courage Press, 1999).

binding, or subject to the whims
of political leaders?
The move to change the royalties to “special payments” is
vindictive and smacks of victimisation after the people of
Terengganu voted out the
Barisan Nasional government
in last November’s general election. We fear that there appears
to be pattern to this sheer disregard of past principles and practices, binding agreements and
even the rule of law.
A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

How Did
Royalties
Become
“Special
Payments”?

The decision to divert Petronas’
royalty payments away from the
Terengganu state government so
that the federal government can
channel the money directly to
Terengganu is source for much
concern.
The government must come clean.
Is the Petronas payment a royalty
in accordance with the Petroleum
Development Act 1975, which applies not only to Terengganu but
Sabah and Sarawak as well? Or
is it, as Dr Mahathir claims, a

“special payment” to Terengganu
as the poorest state in the past?
Now he says that Terengganu is
to be treated differently from
Sabah and Sarawak because its
oil wells are located outside the
state’s territorial waters. Is he implying that the oil wells are located in international waters?
On 29 June 2000, the Petronas
CEO said the firm would continue paying five per cent oil royalty on offshore oil and gas to
Terengganu based on its agreement in 1975 and estimated that
the royalty for Terengganu this
year would amount to RM810
million.
How is it possible to receive royalties for 20-odd years under an
agreement based on an Act of Parliament only to find them suddenly considered as “special payments” granted on compassionate grounds?
By reneging on this agreement,
what kind of signal are we sending to Malaysians, the business
community, and foreign investors? Are agreements in Malaysia
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Wake up, Malaysia!
Aliran Executive Committee
8 September 2000

The Money May Be In
Switzerland But The
Crooks Are Here
It is simply unbelievable to read
about the Anti-Corruption Agency’s huffing and puffing about
how it has to seek the Swiss authorities’ help to investigate a suspicious 76.4 million ringgit payment for “consultancy fees” made
by ailing giant, Perwaja Steel.
ACA director Ahmad Zaki Husin
reportedly said that the payment
for the fees was made to two Japanese individuals working for a
consultancy firm, via the account
of a Hong Kong company. The
money was then transferred to the
account in Switzerland of a firm
registered in the British Virgin Islands.
Zaki reportedly said, “We know
the name of the company and the
account number but do not know
why the money was moved from
Malaysia to Switzerland.”
What absurdity! If the ACA re-

ally wants to know why the money
was moved out from Malaysia, all
it needs to do is to haul up the then
Managing Director, General Manager and Financial Controller of
Perwaja for questioning. In any
firm, these are the people who are
likely to authorise any unusual,
large payments: they should
know what such payments are
meant for and who the ultimate
beneficiaries are.
Such a huge payment would have
needed perhaps a directors’ resolution and at least two signatories
for the transfer instructions to the
local bank. Who were the two local signatories who signed the
payment transfer instructions?
Why was no action taken against
those in Perwaja who initiated,
approved and transmitted the
payment?

who was able to build up a dossier from scratch within six
months.
If nobody is charged in court
soon, whatever little credibility the
ACA has left will be completely
gone. And is it any wonder then
that Transparency International’s
corruption perceptions index for
2000 shows Malaysia has
dropped to 36, from 32, of 90 countries?
Executive Committee
14 September 2000

Home Ministry’s
Confiscation Of Islah

arrogant display of brute power
which transgresses on press freedom without any justification
whatsoever.
Indeed an anti-intellectual move
such as this is in direct conflict
with the expectations of a civilised
and caring society.
Malaysians are wondering if citizens cannot gather peacefully and
publish freely, what freedom is left
for them?
The BN government is making a
mockery of freedom and abusing
the democratic process. It seems
that they have all the freedom to
do what they like without a licence

It was known a long time ago that
the 76.4 million ringgit was paid
to a non-existent firm in Hong
Kong. Isn’t that alone proof of
fraud?
The ACA head also reportedly
said that former Perwaja Chairman and managing director Eric
Chia can give answers to these
questions. First of all, hasn’t the
ACA already interviewed Chia? If
it has, what kind of answers did
he give then? If it has not yet interviewed him, what’s the reason
for the long delay?
It was recently revealed in court
that the ACA was scolded for probing the former head of the Economic Planning Unit. Did the
ACA also get a scolding in the
Perwaja case?
Why has it taken the ACA four
years to investigate this payment?
This is in sharp contrast to Chia,

Aliran strongly condemns the
Home Ministry’s unwarranted
confiscation of 640 copies of the
tabloid Islah from its publisher’s
office on 10-11-2000.This action
constitutes yet again the Barisan
Nasional government’s cynical
attitude towards press freedom.
The purported excuse given by
the ministry for the raid on
Penerbitan Pemuda is that the tabloid was published without a
publishing permit. But, as the tabloid’s editor contended, Islah’ s
publication doesn’t require any
permit as it is not published on a
regular basis. That is the law.
We view this high-handed action
on the part of the ministry as an
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whereas others must apply for a
licence which is promptly denied.
When law-abiding citizens wishing to function within the confines
of the law are prevented from doing so by politically-motivated decisions - as in the case of Penerbitan
Pemuda whose numerous applications for publishing permits were
rejected without just cause - how
does a loyal citizen function democratically and legitimately?
It would be useful for the Home
Minister to ponder over this prudently.
Dr Mustafa K Anuar
Asst Secretary
11 November 2000

rights can Malaysia move forward
to ensure progress and stability
for the Malaysian people.
The Alliance for reform
& democracy In Asia (ARDA)
(ARDA is an alliance of leading reformers
and democrats across Asia, with members
from Australia, Cambodia, Burma, Malaysia, Mongolia, the Philippines, Singapore,
Taiwan and Thailand. For more information on ARDA, please visit www.asiade
mocracy.org.)

A Letter To
Musa
Hitam,
Suhakam
Chairman
Letters should be no more than 250 words and must include
the writer's name and address. Pseudonyms may be used. Send
letters to : Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, 103, Medan Penaga,
11600 Penang, Malaysia or e-mail to : aliran_letters@hotmail.com.
Views expressed need not reflect those of Aliran.

Asian
Democrats
Condemn
Arrests
The Alliance for Reform and Democracy in Asia (ARDA) is deeply
troubled and disappointed by the
continued crackdown on Malaysia’s democratic movement by
Prime Minister Mahathir’s government. We call on the
Malaysian government to immediately release without charge the
arrested officials of the Keadilan
Party and to cease the harassment
of democrats and reformers in
Malaysia.
The recent arrest of nine opposition leaders and members - including Tian Chua, Mohamad Ezam
Mohamad Noor and Azmin Ali on charges of “rioting”, signals
the government’s unrelenting
drive to intimidate and silence
opposition leaders. As the world
learned during the trial of Anwar
Ibrahim, even the act of lingering

in a public place to show support
for Anwar was deemed an offence
for which one could be arrested.
We urge Malaysian government
officials to realize that the advance of democracy is a positive
development for the nation which
should not be impeded because of
its effect on the fortunes of those
currently in power in Malaysia.
Basic rights and due process must
trump political expediency in any
true democracy. To continue to
deny citizens their rights and
freedoms is to indulge in an ultimately fruitless battle against the
people.
The sooner the Malaysian government understands this, the sooner
it can heal the deep division
within society and the mistrust of
the government by the people.
Only when the problem is acknowledged and steps taken to
ensure the protection of human
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We want to bring to your attention to a matter of grave concern
to us. Recently the Malaysian
Home Ministry refused to renew
the printing license of Eksklusif
and the youth/women’s magazine Al-Wasilah. We are saddened
that the Home Ministry has either
banned or restricted various publications which were either associated with opposition parties or
were critical and independent.
These include Harakah and Detik.
We are not convinced at all by any
reason that the Home Minister
may have to ban or restrict publications that are critical of the government. We value their contribution as alternative channels of
information for the Malaysian

public.
Furthermore every
Malaysian citizen has a right to
information that goes beyond the
views and analysis of the
Malaysian government and its
supporters.

community – in playing a crucial
role in upholding truth, democracy and human rights. We hope
that you will give serious consideration to the case that we lay before you.

We regard the banning and intimidation of the opposition and
of independent critical publications as a reflection of the unprofessional nature of the actions of
the Home Ministry. We reject the
need for all Malaysians to be subject to the political bias of the ruling party and its intolerance of the
voices of dissent being heard by
the Malaysian public.

Ruhana
Ahmad
(editor,
Muslimah), Zulkifili Sulong (editor, Harakah), Muhammad nor Abd
Samad (assistant editor, Wasilah),
Muttaqin Amaluddin (chief editor, Tamadun), Suria Janib (editor,
non-periodicals), Tarmizi Mat Jam
(writer, politcal books), Ahmad
Lutfi Othman (former chief editor,
Detik), Dinsman (poet), Zunar (cartoonist), Anisoffian Amran (managing editor, Hemah), Rosmida
Abdul Rahman ( journalist), Fathi
Aris Omar (news editor,
Malaysiakini.com), Syed Putra
Syed Ahmad (senior journalist,
Harakah), Abu Bakar Rashid ( freelance writer).

The banning has also suppressed
media professionals, who require
a high degree of freedom in order
to carry out their responsibilities.
The PPPA obstructs their obligation to report events fairly as the
law instils fear in journalists, reporters and editors.
Hence, we demand that:
• The ban on Detik, Al-Wasilah
and Eksklusif be lifted.
• The Printing, Presses and Publications Acts be repealed.
Lastly, we again stress that draconian laws such as the PPPA,
which are used to suppress dissent, should not be allowed to exist and have no place in a vibrant
democracy.
We approach you in your new
capacity as Chairperson of the
Malaysian Human Rights Commission. We want you to know
that we look to the Commission to
remain neutral. This is crucial to
the credibility of the Commission
– both in the eyes of the Malaysian
public and of the international

This letter was accompanied
by a petition.

Safari Parks – For
Wildlife Or For Profit?
Sahabat Alam Malaysia (SAM)
would like to draw your immediate attention to the botched attempt in recapturing the six giraffes brought in from South Africa for the A Famosa Safari Park
in Alor Gajah, Malacca, recently.
Three giraffes escaped from the
intended enclosure by breaching
a wire fence but failed to scale a
barrier separating the 500-hectare
from the road.
After
being
shot
with
tranquilisers, attempts to recapture them ended in deaths for
three giraffes and serious injuries
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to the other three when they fell
into a ravine and a drain.
The stress of being transported
from one country to another, the
long flight and the non-acclimatisation to the conditions of this
country had contributed and led
the giraffes to try and break free
on arrival at the park.
The remaining three adult giraffes
are now in stable condition although they had sustained serious injuries.
It is clear that the authorities and
parties concerned in the transportation of these animals had failed
to exercise proper skill and care
in handling these sensitive animals. It only goes to prove that
the department staff and the safari personnel lack expertise and
skill in the handling, understanding and management of exotic
species.
It is also regrettable to note that
the Malacca State Government
and the Malacca Zoo which is
under the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Environment permitted the bringing in of the exotic animals only to allow them to
roam in an artificial sanctuary.
The demand for these exotic species will only lead to the further
massacre of wild, rare and endangered animals.
Instead of spending large sums on
the importation of such exotic animals, the safari park could request giraffes from the Kuala
Lumpur National Zoo. Further
Malaysia has her own array of
beautiful wildlife which is appealing and delightful to watch
and SAM finds it hard to under-

stand why preferences are not
given to our very own wildlife.
This unfortunate saga prompts
one to seriously consider the promotion of such parks where poor
management, lack of expertise
and low priority for treatment of
animals are the common and crucial faults.
Safari parks are an illusion, a false
assurance to the public that giraffes and other exotic species are
leading free and easy lives in a confined area. In reality such establishments exist primarily for profit
and tourism and are in fact an unethical exploitation of wildlife.
Sahabat Alam Malaysia
Penang

Allow
Local

Public To Attend
Council
Meeting

As a Residents’ Association of
Port Dickson District, we have
expressed our alarm at the woeful neglect in the administration
of the district.
The clogged and unkempt drains,
the inadequate garbage clearance,
the pot-holes on the puddled
roads, the wilderness allowed to
flourish over childrens’ playing
fields, illegal parking of heavy
vehicles and illegal workshops in
residential areas – the catalogue
of
“crimes” is seemingly
inexhaustive.
(The Nipah Virus epidemic scare
is fast fading from memory as the
district council swiftly relapses
into its old stupor).
For a start let’s allow Residents’
Associations or the public ready
access to local council meetings
as of right under Section 23 of the

Local Government Act.
Welcome, yes embrace, local residents’ associations and enlist
their support and co-operation.
This enlightened approach by the
recently retired chairman of the
Petaling Jaya District Council has
had its refreshing results.
The Port Dickson Residents’ Association has recently mooted
and moved to set up a district
beautification and anti-litter campaign to put into effect a defined
plan for environmental enhancement, public hygiene and overall
social well being.
We the residents pay the rates for
the service and amenities that
should be ours as of right.
What do we do when the local
authority shuts itself from the
public, be they associations or individuals?
Can anyone be blamed from concluding, without hard evidence,
that favours are done, laws go
unenforced, and the governments’
acclaimed policies vis-à-vis rivers, trees, environment, health,
tourism promotion are readily
flouted – that the hidden hand of
graft is at work.
When complaints are lodged with
the local elected representatives,
the standard answer is that this
matter is for the local authorities.
The elected representatives are
inert, and left only to commiserate with the complainants.

JUDGMENT
We judge
ourselves
by what
we feel
we are
capable
of doing,
while others
judge us
by what
we have
already done

When and how can we turn things
around?
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Abdul Jabar Bin Mohamad
President, Port Dickson
Residents Association
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LAND RIGHTS

Sarawak
Pulpmill
ver 150 people from 11
Iban longhouse communities joined forces to
stop the Borneo Pulp &
Paper Sdn Bhd (BPP) from constructing its pulp mill and supporting infrastructures. The communities pledged to continue the
blockade until Borneo Pulp & Paper Sdn Bhd ceases its entire operations within their native customary rights land.

O

On 18 November, the natives put
up another two blockades on subsidiary roads leading to the BPP
pulp mill construction site. For
the last few days, BPP had been
using these two roads to continue
with its operations in the area. The
people have performed ‘miring’ (a
traditional ritual ceremony) on
these two roads. Wooden structures have been erected across the
roads and ‘piring’ (used in the
‘miring’) now hang on strings
over the roads.
Ever since the blockade was set
up on 15 November, a team of policemen including some members
of the special branch and some
government officers from Tatau
have made frequent visits to the
blockade site to negotiate with the
people. The longhouse people
were asked to dismantle the blockade. The police are also looking
for their leaders so that they can
bring them down to Tatau for further negotiation. However, the
longhouse people informed the

Natives
Project

Blockade

police that the blockade could not
be dismantled as it was erected in
accordance to their ‘adat’ (custom). They told the police that if
there were to be negotiations it
must be conducted on their customary land, at the blockade site
itself.
The people were told that if they
remove the blockade, BPP would
offer them compensation for the
pig, chickens and other ‘stuff’ that
were used in the blockade. But
the natives rejected the offer and
told BPP to stop its work immediately and to respect the Court as
they have filed a suit against BPP
and the State Government of
Sarawak.
In November 1998, Jalang Anak
Paran and Anor had filed a legal
representation action against the
extinguishment of their native
customary rights and acquisition
of their lands by the State Government of Sarawak and Borneo Pulp
& Paper Sdn Bhd for the establishment of a pulp mill project.
The Sarawak State Attorney General Datuk J C Fong warned the
people against staging the blockade, as it was considered an illegal assembly on state land. Fong
also instructed BPP to lodge a police report against the people.
Subsequently on 18 November six
policemen led by Police Inspector
Jopeny from Tatau and Bintulu
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visited the blockade sites. The police intimidated the people and
warned them that if the blockades
were not dismantled soon, the authority would take stern action and
there could be possible arrests.
However, the people are firm in
their stand. They believe that they
are defending their rights and protecting their customary lands
from continuous encroachment
and destruction by BPP. Once
again, they told the police that a
legal suit had been filed against
BPP and that BPP must respect
the Court and cease its operations
immediately pending fixing of a
date of hearing by the Court. Further, the people requested the police to advice BPP to stop its operations.
The 11 affected longhouses are
Rumah Entika, Rh Munggu, Rh
Gerunsin, RH Suran, RH Ringkai,
Rh Meluda, Rh Police, Rh Maring,
Rh Arjey, Rh Ali and Rh Jeti in
upper Tatau River, about 45 km
south of Bintulu town. q
Source: Borneo Resources Institute
Malaysia Sarawak (BRIMAS)
For update and more information,
contact
BRIMAS
P O Box 1065
98008 Miri, Sarawak, Malaysia
Tel: + 6 085 423 044
Fax: +6 085 438 580
Email: brimas@tm.net.my

SUQIU AND MALAY RIGHTS Continued from page 40
He added, “We feel that the
principles are universal and can
be accepted by all ... ”
The print and electronic media
gave great publicity creating
the impression that the 17-point
election appeals were non -controversial and acceptable to the
Cabinet and the BN, as was
meant.
The implicit implication was
that there were no objections
whatsoever to any of the 17
points in the memorandum
from any of the parties in the
BN including UMNO. It
meant that questions raised in
the memorandum would be
addressed honestly and will
eventually be implemented.
When you publicly and voluntarily accept, you pledge your
word of honour. Your integrity is at stake when you give
your word of honour and it
must not be breached -- it cannot be broken. That is the hallmark of honour and morality.

17 points in Suqiu’s memorandum were accepted by the government. He also said that
bowing to Suqiu’s requests
would have also meant that the
Constitution would have to be
set aside.
If that was the case, why did
the BN accept these demands
in the first place? It is a legitimate question to ask.
Mahathir’s answer was both
baffling and revealing. He said
that the Cabinet was forced to
accept “in principle” Suqiu’s 17point memorandum as the general election was approaching!
According to him if the Barisan
were to turn down Suqiu’s
memorandum then, the party
would have lost in the general
election.

Mahathir now insist that
“Suqiu is defying the country’s
social contract in an attempt to
seize everything for the benefit of one race alone through
so-called meritocracy and
equal rights -- all of which
were renounced by the Malays
50 years ago. ”
Are these two leaders contradicting themselves deliberately
or telling different tales.
As if to further confound the
truth, Ling was quoted by The
Sun only on 16 December as
saying that Suqiu had chosen
the wrong time to raise the issue of special rights and privileges of the Malays.
This is utter rubbish and a
damnable lie!

Shamelessly he said, “We had
to refrain from taking a strong
position against Suqiu’s demands then as this would have
meant our defeat.”

On 12 December (The Star)
Mahathir had “admitted Suqiu
had never explicitly stated that
it was demanding for the
Malays to be stripped of their
special status ...”

Baffling

In other words the BN is ever
ready to mislead and lie to the
electorate to remain in power.
They have no qualms about
lying or pledging promises that
they do not intend to keep.
Apparently ethics can be
thrown to the winds to win
votes -- winning is all that matters to the BN.

I have gone through the
memorandum many times
because one tends to become
confused when the question
of special rights and privileges keep on cropping up in
connection with the memorandum. I can categorically
say, this was never mentioned
in the document.

Mahathir confirmed this when
he revealed in Parliament on
11 December that the social
contract made among the races
would have come undone if all

If “the principles (in the memorandum) are universal and can
be accepted by all” as claimed
by Ling last year, why does

Gandhi observed, “Morality is
the basis of all things and truth
is the substance of morality”.
And truth was sadly lacking
when the BN accepted the 17point election demands just before the 10th General Elections.
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Howls
But only honourable men will
respect truth -- others will pay
scant respect for it.

Suddenly deafening communal
howls were heard. Everybody
seemed intend in shattering
our fragile unity.
Berita Harian and Utusan Malaysia got into the act and took
Suqiu to task and questioned
their motives.
The Malaysian Youth Council,
the Islamic Consumers Association and UMNO Youth started
to beat the war drums to drum
up support for special rights of
the Malays as if they were under siege.
The National Silat Federation
of Malaysia screamed that
three million exponents of silat
were ready to fight for the
cause.
The Federation of Peninsular
Malay Students or GPMS after
breaking fast with the Prime
Minister at Putra Jaya on 13
December submitted 100 demands on behalf of the Malays.
Some of the demands reportedly included 70 per cent
Malay intake into local universities and 60 per cent into private colleges and a call to
amend the constitution so that
only a Malay can be the PM of
Malaysia.
This student body has threatened to call a rally of 100,000
people to protest against
Suqiu’s demands. They have
warned that if Suqiu's demands are not withdrawn
within a month, then GPMS
will go on a roadshow to every
state to agitate against this issue.

All this is aimed, no doubt, at
rousing the baser feelings of
insanity that will plunge this
country into the doldrums of
fear and terror and create
chaos.
But the special position of the
Malays were never questioned
or threatened by Suqiu’s demands.
While other parties and personalities in the BN were too
scared to tick off these communal agitators, Dr Toh Kin Woon
of Gerakan, apparently the
only honest BN politician in
this episode was decent
enough to point out rationally
that the GPMS’ reasons for its
plan to submit a counter
memorandum championing
Malay interests and to hold
nationwide demonstrations
were clearly wrong.
He observed that Suqiu’s request’s were made on behalf
of all Malaysians including
Bumiputras so as to eradicate
poverty irrespective of race
which is the first objective of
the New Economic Policy.
He added that Suqiu’s demands are, hence, demands of
all Malaysians by Malaysians
for Malaysians. Given that
these demands are just, there
is no reason for Suqiu to withdraw them.
He bravely and truthfully
stated that Suqiu’s demands
did not touch on the abolition
of the special privileges of
bumiputras as alleged by
some quarters but were
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made in the larger Malaysian
interest.

Deep

S ***

If so, why then have these
chauvinists twisted the truth
and concocted a lie?
Why is it that a year after this
17-point memorandum was accepted by the BN, it has now
become a bitter document.
Whyare lies concocted to condemn Suqiu for something that
it is not guilty of?
The answer is simple. UMNO
is as the Americans would say,
in deep s***. UMNO is under
siege. Its support is fast eroding and it is no longer seen as
the sole saviour of the Malays.
It is in a terrible and desperate
situation.
According to Dr Shamsul
Anwar the UMNO Youth Exco
member, “If you go around
Kuala Lumpur, Ipoh or even the
kampungs, it is difficult to find
one or two persons in a group
of 10-20 people who support
the government.”
He continued, “If we do not
act now and put things right,
UMNO’s future will be bleak”.
The recent Lunas by-election
revealed how bleak that future
is. It was a devastating setback
and a humilating defeat for
UMNO.
In less than a year the BN’s
4,700 majority victory had
evaporated into thin air. On
the other hand, the opposition
garnered more than 5,000 new

votes as its support soared in
Lunas. The BN lost in all 7
Malay majority areas; it was rejected in all 6 Chinese majority
areas. The opposition captured 3 out of 5 ethnically
mixed areas. Only the Indian
support for the BN was intact
and indeed increased by 168
votes. However, that wasn’t
sufficient enough to persuade
Samy Vellu to stay on in Lunas.
He bolted to KL inspite of his
promise.
For the BN it was not a mere
loss of a seat. Its significance is
far greater than that. It lost its
2/3 majority in the Kedah State
Assembly as a result of that
loss. That was a totally devastating psychological defeat
that was very hard to accept
for the BN and especially for
UMNO. It is hard to swallow
that this defeat was inflicted in
Mahathir’s state. The result
was crushing and damaging.
For Mahathir the blow was
even more painful and personal. Many interpret this as
Anwar’s
victory
over
Mahathir. Anwar’s presence
was all over the place with
posters of his black eye looming over everybody to remind
people of the rot in the system
and the judiciary.
Mahathir is largely perceived
as having contributed to BN’s
defeat in Lunas. The things he
said about Suqiu in his
Merdeka day remarks, equating them to the communists,
hurt and angered the Chinese.
So did his views on Vision
Schools which was seen as a

threat to Chinese education.
The BN was no longer perceived as a benevolent party by
the Chinese community.

Bogey
Lunas exposed UMNO’s weakness and Mahathir’s liability.
And there are rumblings about
the characteristics of the leadership which will not be an asset in the next election.
This is why the bogey of the
Malay special rights and privileges is being played up to deflect criticism from Mahathir
and divert attention from the
mess UMNO is in, desperately
hoping that the Malays will
rally around UMNO.
This is why the Malay press
is playing up the Suqiu issue.
Is this why the Federation of
Malay Students after breaking fast with Mahathir have
indicated that they will submit 100 demands to safeguard
the interests of Malays. They
have threatened to hold a
huge gatheirng of 100,000
people to urge the Malay community to rise and defend
their rights.
Obviously, we are living in
dangerous times and unscrupulous politicians are taking us to
the brink of national disaster
in order to safeguard their
power and position. They will
stoop to any level to maintain
their position and they will stop
at nothing to tighten their grip
on the reins of power.
You will recall how, out of the
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blue, 14 bus loads of Barisan
supporters
suddenly
descended on Lunas in the early
hours on polling day. The
Barisan Alternatif was alerted
and were waiting in ambush
when they arrived. They
claimed that these were phantom voters brought in by the
BN to win in Lunas. But Tan
Sri Khalil Yaakob the SecretaryGeneral of UMNO insisted
that these supporters were
there to provide assistance.
However, Mohd Azmin,
Anwar’s former personal secretary reportedly told him in
front of the OCPD, "Tan Sri kita
semua datang dari lubang yang
sama. Kita tahu”. With that the
BN supporters were escorted
out of Lunas.
We know on the day of polling there can be no canvasing
or campaigning. If these supporters had come one or two
days earlier, then we could buy
the BN’s argument that they
were there to help. But under
the circumstances the whole
thing stinks!
We wonder is this how Dr
Chen Man Hin was defeated in
Seremban; how Lim Kit Siang
was removed; how Karpal was
silenced;
how
Chandra
Muzaffar was marginalised;
how Ezam was robbed of his
victory?
How can we as concerned and
caring citizens not be upset
enough to do something to
correct the wrong and heal the
wound? This is what we
should focus on. q

Another

Bailout

Privatising the profits and
socialising the losses
Naluri.

MAS has posted four straight
years of losses and is saddled with
over RM9 billion in debts. Its financial position today is much
worse than it was when Naluri
acquired the shares; so there is no
justification for the Finance Ministry to pay any premium over
market price.

he Finance Ministry’s
bailout of Tajudin
Ramli’s Naluri Bhd appears to be another case
of “privatising the profits and socialising the losses.”

T

The deal will see the Ministry buying Naluri Bhd’s 29.09 per cent
stake in loss-making Malaysia
Airlines System Bhd (MAS) at
more than twice the market price.
In effect, Naluri will receive a premium of 121 per cent or close to
RM1 billion as the Finance Ministry (and, by extension,
Malaysian taxpayers) will be paying 8 ringgit per MAS share when
the market price was only RM3.62
on 20 December.
The premium will relieve Naluri,
saddled with RM888 million in
bank borrowings, and Tajudin,
reportedly burdened with huge
personal debts, of much of their
financial difficulties. Tajudin is
chairman of both MAS and

Even if there was a premium to be
paid - which considering MAS’
financial woes sounds ridiculous
- how can the Finance Ministry
justify paying a 121 per cent premium? Was there an independent
valuation carried out?
Recently Finance Minister Daim
Zainuddin
announced
Khazanah’s pending purchase of
20 per cent of TimeDotCom Bhd
shares and added that the “price
per unit share would be based on
a professional evaluation by a
consultant” - an independent one,
we presume. The people have a
right to know if a similar independent professional valuation
was carried out to determine the
MAS share value.
The news of the Naluri-MAS deal
comes together with the revelation
that Halim Saad is deferring payment on the exercise of his put
option in the Renong-UEM deal.
Halim announced that he would
only be paying the RM3.2 billion
for the 31 per cent stake in Renong
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Bhd he is buying from United Engineers (Malaysia) Bhd (UEM) in
instalments. He is now expected
to pay RM300 million in three
equal tranches next year and the
balance on 14 May 2002. Halim’s
deferred payment and the disposal of Renong assets to UEM for
RM5.43 billion have triggered a
selldown on Renong and in particular UEM shares.
Prime
Minister
Mahathir
Mohamad has condemned foreign critics for suggesting that the
lack of transparency and reforms
in corporate governance was pulling down the Malaysian
stockmarket. If the government
would only care to listen, it is not
just foreign analysts but also many
concerned Malaysians who are
critical of what are widely perceived as incestuous deals and
wheeling-and-dealing, often at the
expense of minority shareholders
and other ordinary Malaysians.
As long as mismanagement goes
unpunished and favoured troubled tycoons are allowed easy escape routes, confidence in the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
and the economy in general will
not improve.
Although there have been some
minor reforms in the capital markets, the authorities seem to be
missing the wood for the trees. Certainly, the introduction of measures
such as T+3 will help to curb unscrupulous market players. But the
authorities should take a closer
look at why there has been much
criticism and uneasiness over recent major deals.
Anil Netto
Executive Committee Member
21 December 2000

Kamunting Detention Centre: October 1997

Kamunting Detention Centre: October 2000

The entire Kesas Highway was
filled with pro-democracy
Malaysians. Cars were parked 4abreast for more than 5
kilometers. Those manning the
toll-booths bolted and everything
came to a stand still.

when there is no other way of securing justice, people will ultimately take to the streets. They will
come to accept the fact that civil
disobedience is the inherent right
of the citizen and a legitimate
course of action.

marching again on November 25.
This time they will be marching
to parliament to present a memorandum to the Finance Minister
protesting against the denial of
petroleum royalty to the government of Trengganu.

Of course the Bahasa and English
press down-played the crowd but
the Chinese press to their eternal
credit stated that there were so
many people that it was difficult
to count and printed fantastic pictures which spoke a thousand
words.

A hopeless situation will drive
people to desperate means. This
is what is happening.

We must thank Mahathir for making the people frustrated and angry, and for shutting out all democratic avenues. This is what is
helping to evolve a participatory
democracy.

I like to believe that what happened on November 5 is the beginning of a civil disobedience
movement in this country. This is
inevitable given the present prevailing circumstances.
When people realise that there are
no other channels of communication available to them, when all
other possible avenues are denied
for articulating grievances and

People have lost their faith in our
system of justice, they have lost
their confidence in the courts as a
fair dispenser of justice, they no
longer trust the police as a neutral force to maintain law and order. They are disenchanted with
the government. This is the type
of government Gandhi must be
referring to when he said, “I can
retain neither respect nor affection
for a government which has been
moving from wrong to wrong in
order to defend its immorality.”
And in order to oppose this immorality, the people will be

Change can only come when people realise that they can no longer
tolerate this government. And
when they move, we must be part
of that effort. It is for us to make
that effort. The result is always in
God’s hands. q

The above speech was
given at the Aliran's 24th
AGM on 19th November
2000.

Change can only come when people realise that they can no longer tolerate
this government. And when they move, we must be part of that effort. It
is for us to make that effort. The result is always in God’s hands.
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DEMOCRACY

Democracy

Is

On

The

March

The beginning of a Civil Disobedience Movement in the Country?
by P Ramakrishnan

M

y friends for the first time in our existence,
after struggling and toiling for over 23
years, we see some hopeful signs and encouraging trends in our society.

For those of us who have been in the thick of the struggle, fighting a hopeless battle in a lethargic and selfish society, today we have every reason to rejoice.
We are witnessing the unthinkable which must be
distressing for Mahathir and the Barisan Nasional.
Unbelievably, democracy is on the march. And
Malaysians from various ethnic groupings are standing up as a people and demanding their rights.
Police blockades don’t seem to deter them and governmental warnings of dire consequences don’t
frighten them. They come in droves, they come from
afar, they come in spite of the water cannons and
police batons.
Some of us from Aliran who went to Taiping to protest against 40 years of ISA outside the Kamunting
Detention centre were amazed to see a crowd that
was more than 10 times the crowd that assembled
outside this camp in 1997 to mark the 10th Anniversary of Operation Lalang.
They were very motivated, very spirited and extremely committed. We were very elated when they
chanted Reformasi sampai mati. That was very stirring.
As if to silence the cynics that it was no flash in a
pan, the mother of all gatherings took place a week
later on November 5. What took place was astounding and the size of the crowd was astronomical.

People have lost their faith in
our system of justice, they have
lost their confidence in the
courts as a fair dispenser of
justice, they no longer trust the
police as a neutral force to
maintain law and order. They
are disenchanted with the
government. This is the type of
government Gandhi must be
referring to when he said, “I
can retain neither respect nor
affection for a government
which has been moving from
wrong to wrong in order to
defend its immorality.”
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What is the fuss about?
by P Ramakrishnan
hose of you who have
been following the
controversy surrounding
the
17-point
memorandum may rightly
wonder what the fuss is all
about. The fact is, this memorandum was drawn up by 13
Chinese associations and endorsed by 2,095 other Chinese
associations in August 1999.

without reservation by the
MCA, the Gerakan, the SUPP
and the Cabinet. The Barisan
Alternative also accepted this
fully. Nobody questioned or
berated the Malaysian Chinese
Organisations Election Committee, commonly referred to
as Suqiu, for formulating this
document; nobody chided it
for the timing.

This memorandum, among
other things, called for promotion of national unity, advancing democracy, upholding human rights and justice, curbing
corruption, having a fair and
equitable economic policy and
restoring confidence in the police force.

In commenting on the contents
of the memorandum as reported in The Star of 23 September 1999, two months before
the General Elections, Dr Ling
Liong Sik said, “None of the
issues had caused any controversy or were rejected by the
Cabinet outright.”

T

This memorandum was accepted unconditionally and

Continued on page 35

Dr M: Suqiu had never explicitly stated
that it was demanding for the Malays to
be stripped of their special status ...

Dr Ling : None of the issues had caused
any controversy or were rejected by the
Cabinet outright.

Dr Toh: Suqiu’s demands did not touch
on the abolition of the special privileges of
bumiputras
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